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LAMS 
 

This Item Pool is a product of LAMS project.*  A group of Ethiopian experts 

have developed the question items stored in this Item Pool. 

 

Good Items 

 

The purpose of this Item Pool is to make a collection of “good” question items 

freely available for teachers and educators throughout the country.  The items 

are “good” because the experts (item writers) wrote them strictly following the 

guidelines and peer-reviewed them several times.  Some of the items were 

further field-tested on primary school students to ensure that the items have 

statistically acceptable quality as well.  At the final stage, all items were 

rigorously reviewed and selected by representatives of the Ethiopian experts.  

Only those items with satisfactory quality have been selected for this Item Pool. 

 

Coverage 

 

LAMS project has developed Item Pools for Grades 7 and 8, covering all the 

Units as specified in the syllabus.  It has also developed Sample Item Pools for 

Grades 4 and 10, covering only two Units each. 

 

About the Items 

 

In the Pool, one item is indicated in one row.  Each row has 10 columns: from 

the left to the right, Serial number (S.N.), Competency number, Level (K or A), 

Stem, Figure/Table, Option A, Option B, Option C, Option D and Key. 

 

A serial number is given to each item.  The series is confined to each Unit, 

however.  For a new Unit, a new series of numbers are given. 

 

Competency number indicates the specific competency the item tries to test.  
The competencies are taken from the official syllabus (2008 version) but 

numbered by LAMS.  For the list of competencies, see the table attached below. 

 

Level of items is a rough indication of the cognitive level that the item is trying 

to assess.  “K” means Knowledge Level, roughly corresponding to the 

“knowledge” and “comprehension” levels as defined in Bloom’s taxonomy.  “A” 

means Application and Higher Level, referring to the “application” and higher 

levels.  This two-level classification of items is only meant to be a summative 

indicator of the characteristics of the items and not to be a rigorous academic 

exercise. 

 

For What Purposes You Can Use This Item Pool 

 

This Item Pool is a collection of “good” items.  It can be used for following 

purposes: 

 

1. To compile term or year-end tests 

 

You can compile term or year-end tests selecting items from this Item Pool 

appropriate for your purposes and students’ level of performance. 

 

2. To compile unit-end tests 

 

At the end of each unit, you may give a test to students to see how well they have 

understood the contents of the unit.  Such unit-end tests can be easily compiled 

using this Item Pool since it is organized unit-wise and according to the 

competencies. 

 

3. To give exercise problems to the students in the lesson 

 

This Item Pool contains a full range of basic question items that are suitable for 

students to work on after the teacher’s initial explanation.  You can pick up such 

basic-level question items and use them in your lesson to complement the 

exercises given in the textbook. 

 

Many other ways are possible.  Please try your own ideas. 
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Unit Sub-unit Competency No.

Define physics 1

State the other disciplines related to physics 2

Describe the purpose of studying physics 3

Describe the relationship of physics to other sciences 4

List some branches of physics 5

Mention the relationship of physics to engineering 6

Mention the six criteria for evaluation of good design in engineering 7

Define physical quantities as quantities which can be measured and expressed in numbers 8

Distinguish between fundamental and derived physical quantities 9

List the fundamental physical quantities with their SI units 10

List some derived physical quantities 11

Define vector and scalar quantities 12

List some examples of vector and scalar quantities 13

Name the measuring device of length 14

Perform measurement of length 15

Express the relationship between: meter and millimetre, centimetre, kilometre units and

vice versa

16

Convert meter in to centimetre, millimetre, and kilometre 17

Define mass as the amount of matter contained in a body 18

Name some measuring devices of mass 19

Measure the mass of a body using a beam balance 20

Convert kilogram in to gram, milligram, Quintal and tonne and vice versa 21

Define time as a duration of physical phenomena or process 22

Mention the measuring devices of time 23

Measure the pulse rate of his/her friend 24

Convert second to minute, hour, day, week, month and to year 25

Discuss the wise use of time in their daily life 26

2. Motion Define motion as a change of position of a body in respect with other bodies 27

Describe the types of motion: rectilinear, curvilinear, rotary  oscillation 28

Physics G7

Table of Competencies

1. Physics and

measurement

1.1 Definition of physics

1.2 Standardization and

measurement

1.3. Measuring length, mass

and time

2.1. Definition of motion

1



Unit Sub-unit Competency No.

Give examples for each type of motion 29

2.2. Motion along a straight

line

Define the terms average speed, velocity, acceleration, uniform motion, uniformly

acceleration motion

30

Demonstrate the understanding of uniform motion using ‘the human line ‘ 31

Identify average  velocity as the slope of distance vs time graph 32

Interpret graphs by associating the slope with the velocity 33

Define accelerated motion 34

Distinguish between velocity and acceleration 35

Distinguish between uniform and accelerated motion  36

Represent uniform and accelerated motion graphically 37

State the SI unit of acceleration 38

Apply the definition of acceleration to solve numerical problems 39

Describe the motion of a freely falling body 40

3.1. Force Define force as a push or pull 41

Mention some types of force s in nature 42

Name the measuring device of a force and its SI units 43

Give examples of forces that can act on an object without touching 44

Give examples of forces that act only on contact   45

Describe the effects of force 46

State the SI unit of force 47

Name the measuring devices of force 48

Measure the mass of a body using a pan balance 49

Define the term inertia 50

Relate mass with inertia 51

State Newton’s 1st  law 52

Define inertia as the property of matter that causes it to resist any change of its motion in

either direction or speed

53

Relate mass and inertia 54

State Newton’s 2nd law of motion in words 55

State the relationship between force, mass, and acceleration 56

Solve simple numerical problems by applying Newton’s law of motion 57

Distinguish between mass and weight 58

2.3. Qualitative exploration

of constant velocity and

accelerated motion

3. Force and Newton’s

laws of motion

3.2. Newton’s law of motion

2



Unit Sub-unit Competency No.

Apply the formula W=mg to calculate the weight of a body 59

State Newton’s third law of motion 60

Demonstrate their understanding of Newton’s third law using ‘pushes collision’ 61

Relate some physical phenomena in their daily life activities with Newton’s three laws of

motion

62

3.3. Frictional force Define frictional as a force that resists motion 63

Give everyday examples of friction forces 64

Define normal force 65

Show the relationship between frictional force and normal force 66

Identify friction as static and kinetic 67

Explain static and kinetic (sliding) friction 68

Apply the formula f=μFN  to solve numerical problems 69

Explain factors affecting friction 70

Describe the advantage and disadvantage of friction 71

Describe methods of reducing friction 72

4.1. Work Define work as the product of force and distance in the direction of force 73

Express the units of work 74

Apply the formula Work = Force x Distance to solve numerical problems 75

4.2. Energy Define the term energy 76

Explain how work and energy are related 77

List the forms of energy 78

Define the term kinetic energy 79

Apply the formula KE=
1
/2mv

2
 to solve numerical problems 80

Define the term potential energy 81

Give examples of bodies possessing potential energy 82

Apply the formula PE=mgh to solve numerical problems 83

Explain how energy is transformed from one form to another 84

State the law of conservation of energy 85

Explain how energy is obtained from falling water 86

Mention some other sources of energy 87

4.4. Power Define power and state its SI unit 88

Use the definition of power to solve numerical problems. 89

4. Work, energy and

power

4.3. Transformation and

conservation of energy

3



Unit Sub-unit Competency No.

Demonstrate their understandings of energy transformation using ‘Eggs in space project’ 90

Define machines as simple devices that help us to do work easily 91

Describe the purpose of simple machines as  direction changers,  force multipliers and

distance or speed multipliers

92

Define M.A, V.R and efficiency (η) of a machine 93

Apply or use the definition of M.A, V.R and efficiency (η) to solve numerical problems 94

Describe lever and determine its M.A, V.R and efficiency 95

Determine the velocity ratio of an inclined plane using V.R=l/h 96

Explain how to determine the V.R of fixed and movable pulley up to two movable pulleys 97

Define the terms effort, load and fulcrum 98

List simple machines 99

Construct some models of simple machines using available materials 100

Define the term torque 101

Identify that torque produces a turning effect 102

Define temperature as the measure of coldness or hotness of a body 103

Describe temperature as the measure of average kinetic energy of particles 104

6.2. Measuring temperature Name the measuring devices of temperature 105

State the SI unit of temperature 106

Name the different temperature scales 107

Read temperature readings 108

Show the relation of Celsius, Fahrenheit and Kelvin scales 109

Convert one temperature scale to another 110

6.5. Source of heat Define heat as a form of energy that flows from one body to another due to temperature

difference

111

Distinguish between heat and temperature 112

List some sources of heat 113

6.6. Effect of heating Describe the effects of heating 114

Explain the difference between evaporation and boiling 115

State the factors affecting the rate of evaporation 116

7. Sound 7.1 Definition of sound Define sound as a form of energy which arise the sensation of hearing 117

Explain how sound is produced 118

Tell that sound needs material medium for its propagation 119

4. Work, energy and

power

5. Simple machines 5.1. Definition of machines

5.2. Definition of M.A, V.R

and efficiency

5.3. Types of simple

machines

6. Temperature and

heat

6.1. Definition of

temperature

6.3. Temperature scales

6.4. Conversion of

temperature scales

7.2 Production and

transmission of sound
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Unit Sub-unit Competency No.

7.3 Speed of sound in

different media

Compare the speed of sound in air, solids and in liquids 120

Define the term echo as a reflection of sound from hard surfaces 121

Give examples of good absorbers and reflectors of sound 122

List some application of echoes 123

Use v=2s/t to calculate numerical problems related to sound 124

8.1. Magnets Define magnet as a piece of metal that has a power to attract iron or steel objects 125

Identify materials as magnetic and non magnetic 126

Describe the properties of magnets 127

State the laws of magnetism 128

Explain why a suspended magnet always points to the geographic north and south poles 129

Make a magnet from a nail using stroking method 130

Describe the magnetic properties of magnetic lines of force 131

Sketch magnetic lines of force around a bar magnet and between two magnets 132

8.3. Uses of magnets List some uses of magnet in technology 133

8.4. Electrostatics Define electrostatics as a science dealing with charges at rest 134

Describe the existence of electric charge 135

Describe the charging process; charging by rubbing and by sharing (contact) 136

Identify the two types of charge 137

State the laws electrostatics 138

Describe what an electroscope is 139

List the uses of electroscope 140

Construct a simple electroscope and use it 141

Define an electric current as the flow of charge per unit time 142

List some sources of potential difference 143

Distinguish between primary and secondary cells 144

8.8  Electric circuit Define electric circuit 145

List circuit elements of simple electric circuit (connecting wire, source, bulb, and switch) 146

Show electrical symbols of circuit element 147

Distinguish between conventional and electron current. 148

Define the terms conductors and insulators 149

Identify materials as conductors and insulators 150

8. Electricity and

magnetism

8.2. Mapping magnetic lines

of force

8.5  Methods of charging

8.6 Law of electrostatics

8.7. Electric current and

potential difference

7.4 Reflection of sound

7.5 Application of echo

sounding
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LAMS Item Pool, Physics, G7 Unit 1

S.N. Com-

peten-

cy No.

Level

(K or

A)

Stem Figure/Table A B C D Key

1 1 K Which natural science

studies motion and forces?

Biology Chemistry Mathematics Physics D

2 1 K Which one of the following

alternatives best define

physics?

It is the study of motion. It is the study of particles. It is the study of space. It is the study of ability to

change.

A

3 1 K Which one of the following

is accepted in the study of

physics?

Physics seeks laws that are

true under certain

conditions.

Physical laws are thought of

as open to uncertainties.

Physical laws are changed

by convention after certain

period of time.

Physical laws have already

developed totally by past

physicists.

B

4 1 K One of the following is

NOT the definition of

physics. Identify it.

Physics deals with the laws

of nature.

Physics deals with energy

and matter without their

interaction.

Physics is the science of

observation and

measurement.

Physics is a branch of

natural sciences.

B

5 2 K The following disciplines

overlap with physics in some

of their parts EXCEPT

Biology Chemistry Economics Geology C

6 2 K Which one of the following

disciplines is more related to

physics?

Chemistry Civics and ethical education Geography History A

7 2 K Which one of the following

sciences has a direct relation

to physics?

Economics Medicine Psychology Social science B

8 2 K Geophysics is the

combination of _____

geology and physics geology and geography biology and physics geography and physics A

9 3 K Which one of the following

alternatives is the goal of

physics?

Advancing mathematics by

discovering equations

Cooking chicken through the

study of heat

Discovering of scientific

truth in the form of physical

laws

Advancing medical tools

relating to physics

C

10 3 K Why do you study physics?

To learn

Laws in Mathematics Laws in religion Political laws Physical laws   D

1



LAMS Item Pool, Physics, G7 Unit 1

S.N. Com-

peten-

cy No.

Level

(K or

A)

Stem Figure/Table A B C D Key

11 4 K Physics is related to the

following disciplines Except

Astronomy Electromagnetism Chemistry Psychology D

12 4 K Which one of the following

is a part of science that does

NOT related to physics?

Biology Chemistry Civics Atomic physics C

13 5 K Which one of the following

field of study is NOT the

branch of physics?

Electricity Engineering Mechanics Optics B

14 5 K Which one of the following

alternatives has included

pure physics topics?

Electricity, mechanics,

motion

Astronomy, electronics,

geology

Dynamics, electronics,

biophysics

Optics, sound, anatomy A

15 5 K Which one of the following

is a branch of physics?

Aerobics Genetics Optics Statistics C

16 5 K Which one of the following

is a branch of physics?

Archaeology Astronomy Geology Psychology B

17 5 K Which one of the following

is NOT the branch of

physics?

Electricity Engineering Mechanics Optics B

18 5 K What is the branch of

physics that deals with

celestial bodies?

Astrophysics Electricity and magnetism Nuclear Physics Optics A

19 5 K What is the branch of

physics that deals with

interaction in the atomic

nucleus?

Astrophysics Nuclear physics Optics Sound B

20 6 K Which of the following is

the correct relation of

physics and engineering?

Unlike engineering the goal

of physics is discovery of

scientific truth.

The goal of physics and

engineering is discovering of

scientific truth.

Both proceeds by process of

design and inquiry.

The method of both physics

and engineering is design

and inquiry.

A

2



LAMS Item Pool, Physics, G7 Unit 1

S.N. Com-

peten-

cy No.

Level

(K or

A)

Stem Figure/Table A B C D Key

21 6 K Which one of the following

is correct?

Engineering is the study of

matter and energy.

Physics is foundation for

technology.

Engineering comes first to

study physics.

Physicists are designers and

constructors of products.

B

22 7 K When an engineer designs

one technological product,

he/she has to imagine the

product to be

expensive heavy compared to the other

product

less durability less negative environmental

side effects

D

23 7 K A company produces cars of

different characteristics.

Referring to their

characteristics listed in the

table which car is good?

Car I Car II Car III Car IV D

24 7 K Which of the following is

NOT a good criterion for

evaluating design in

engineering?

Effectiveness Functionality Impact Less durability D

25 7 K Which one of the following

criteria does NOT appreciate

the product for evaluation of

good design in engineering?

The product is functioning

as it should.

Durability of the product is

good.

No or minimum

environmental negative

impact.

The product is so expensive

compared to similar

products.

D

26 8 K Which one of the following

statement is FASLE about

physical quantities?

They are always measured

directly.

They can be measured

directly or indirectly.

They can be expressed in

terms of numbers without

units.

They are classified as

fundamental and derived.

A

27 9 K Which one of the following

is a fundamental physical

quantity?

Area Force Mass Volume C

28 9 K Which one of the following

is a derived physical

quantity?

Current Force Length Time B

3



LAMS Item Pool, Physics, G7 Unit 1

S.N. Com-

peten-

cy No.

Level

(K or

A)

Stem Figure/Table A B C D Key

29 9 K Which of the following is a

derived physical quantity?

Length Mass Temperature Weight D

30 9 K Which one of the following

physical quantity is different

from the others in terms of

fundamental unit?

Density Length Mass Time A

31 9 K Which one of the following

physical quantities is

fundamental?

Acceleration Force Mass Speed C

32 9 K Which of the following sets

consists of fundamental

quantities only?

area, length, mass and

volume

length, mass, temperature

and time

length, time, density and

mass

length, mass, time and

volume

B

33 9 K Which one of the following

is derived physical quantity?

Current Force Temperature Time B

34 9 K Which one of the following

is a fundamental physical

quantity?

Area Density Temperature Volume C

35 9 K Which one of the following

sets consists of fundamental

physical quantities?

mass, length, force length, time, speed length, mass, velocity mass, length, time D

36 9 K Identify a group of physical

quantities which is

composed of only derived

quantities?

mass, speed, velocity force, velocity, acceleration time, mass, length current, speed, distance B

37 9 K Which one of the following

group of physical quantities

consists of only fundamental

(basics)?

amount of substance, force,

time

pressure, temperature,

volume

current, length , mass area, density, volume C

4



LAMS Item Pool, Physics, G7 Unit 1

S.N. Com-

peten-

cy No.

Level

(K or

A)

Stem Figure/Table A B C D Key

38 9 K Which of the following is

NOT a fundamental

physical quantity?

Current Force Temperature Time B

39 9 K Why is force classified

under derived physical

quantity?

Because it is calculated by

combining only one basic

quantity.

Because it is calculated by

combining two basic

quantities.

Because it is calculated by

combining three basic

quantities.

Because it is calculated by

combining four basic

quantities.

C

40 9 K Which one of the following

is derived physical quantity?

Length Mass Time Velocity D

41 9 K Which of the following is a

derived unit?

Ampere Kelvin Newton Second C

42 9 K Which of the following

distinguishes the difference

between fundamental and

derived physical quantities?

Derived quantities are

derived from fundamental

physical quantities.

Derived quantities are

derived from derived

physical quantities.

Derived and fundamental

physical quantities have no

relation.

Derived physical quantities

have no direction.

A

43 9 A Four students are given four

physical quantities, mass,

length, time, and

temperature, respectively.

They are asked to name a

derived physical quantity

that can be derived by using

the given ones. If the

answers of the students are

as listed below which one is

correct?

The 1st: kilogram The 2nd: volume The 3rd: second The 4th: kelvin B

44 9 A Why fundamental physical

quantities are different from

derived physical quantities?

Derived physical quantities

are derived from

fundamental.

Fundamental physical

quantities are derived from

derived.

Derived physical quantities

are measured directly.

Fundamental physical

quantities are measured

indirectly.

A

5



LAMS Item Pool, Physics, G7 Unit 1

S.N. Com-

peten-

cy No.

Level

(K or

A)

Stem Figure/Table A B C D Key

45 10 K Which one of the following

groups belongs to

fundamental unit?

kilogram, meter, newton second, kelvin, joule second, kelvin, ampere ampere, kelvin, pascal C

46 10 K Which one of the following

is the SI unit of

Temperature?

Degree Celsius (°C) Degree Fahrenheit (°F) Joule (J) Kelvin (K) D

47 10 K Which one of the following

is the SI unit of temperature?

Degree Celsius (°C) Degree Fahrenheit (°F) Joule (J) Kelvin (K) D

48 10 K Which one of the physical

quantities is correctly related

to its SI unit?

Length—meter Area—kilometer square Mass—gram Time---hour A

49 10 K Which one of the following

physical quantities is

associated to the

corresponding SI unit?

Length ------- meter Mass --------- second Time ---------- kilogram Volume ------- cubic

kilometer

A

50 10 K What is a unit that is used to

measure mass?

Hour Joule Kilogram Meter C

51 10 K Which one of the following

is a fundamental physical

quantity?

Area Length Speed Volume B

52 10 K Which unit is the unit of

measure of length?

Ampere Coulomb Kilogram Meter D

53 10 K Kilogram is a unit of

measure of _______

Temperature Length Mass Pressure C
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LAMS Item Pool, Physics, G7 Unit 1

S.N. Com-

peten-

cy No.

Level

(K or

A)

Stem Figure/Table A B C D Key

54 10 K Which one of the following

is a fundamental physical

quantity?

Acceleration Force Time Velocity C

55 10 K Which one of the following

is the unit of length?

Centimeter Centigram Millisecond Millimeter square A

56 10 K Which one of the following

fundamental physical

quantities is correctly paired

with its SI unit?

Current - A Length- mm Mass-g Time-h A

57 10 K Which one of the following

physical quantities and its SI

unit are correctly paired?

Density-g/cm
3 Length- cm Mass-kg Time-min C

58 10 K What is the SI unit of mass? Gram Kilogram Mega gram Milligram B

59 10 K One of the following is

different from the others in

terms of SI units. Which is

it?

Gram Kilogram Liter Milligram B

60 10 K Which physical quantity is

correctly matched with its

units?

Acceleration-kg m/s Velocity – m/s
2

Force-kg m/s
2

Volume-m
2 C

61 10 K Which one of the following

is a fundamental physical

quantity?

Acceleration Area Force Temperature D

7



LAMS Item Pool, Physics, G7 Unit 1

S.N. Com-

peten-

cy No.

Level

(K or

A)

Stem Figure/Table A B C D Key

62 10 K Which one of the following

groups represents

fundamental physical

quantities?

temperature, mass, velocity time, temperature, speed mass, current, acceleration current, time, temperature D

63 10 K Which one of the following

physical quantities is

correctly related with its SI

unit?

Current in seconds Time in kilogram Length in meters Mass in ampere C

64 11 K Which one of the following

is a derived physical

quantity?

Current Force Length Mass B

65 11 K Which one of the following

alternatives is a set of

derived quantities?

Density, volume,

temperature

Energy, pressure, force Length, mass area Time, speed, mass B

66 11 K Which one of the following

physical quantities is a

derived quantity?

Length Mass Time Volume D

67 11 K Which one of the following

is a derived physical

quantity?

Length Mass Speed Time C

68 11 K Which one of the following

quantity is derived physical

quantity?

Acceleration Current Mass Time A

69 11 K Which one of the following

is derived quantity?

Distance Mass Speed Time C

70 11 K Which one of the following

physical quantities is

different from the others in

terms of fundamental

quantity?

Acceleration Density Force Time D

8



LAMS Item Pool, Physics, G7 Unit 1

S.N. Com-

peten-

cy No.

Level

(K or

A)

Stem Figure/Table A B C D Key

71 11 K Which of the following is

the SI unit of a derived

physical quantity?

Ampere Meter Newton Second C

72 11 K Which of the following is a

derived physical quantity?

Distance Length Mass Speed D

73 12 K Which one of the following

statements is correct about

physical quantities?

Scalar quantities have only

direction

Scalar quantities have both

magnitude and direction

Vector quantities have only

magnitude

Vector quantities have both

magnitude and direction

D

74 12 K Which one of the following

statements describes a vector

quantity correctly?

A vector quantity that has

only direction.

A vector quantity that has

only magnitude.

A vector quantity have

NEITHER magnitude nor

direction.

A vector quantity that has

both magnitude and

direction.

D

75 12 K Which one of the following

is correct about vector

quantity?

It has only direction. It has only magnitude. It has both magnitude and

direction.

It is a quantity that

CANNOT be measured.

C

76 12 K Which one of the following

is correct about vector

quantities?

They have magnitude but no

direction.

They have no magnitude but

direction.

They have no magnitude or

no direction.

They have magnitude and

direction.

D

77 12 K Scalar quantities are

quantities with _____.

magnitude and direction magnitude and no direction direction and no magnitude no magnitude or no direction B

78 13 K Which one of the following

set of physical quantities is

consisted of scalar quantities

only?

Distance, speed, force Mass, length, time Density, volume, weight Pressure, temperature,

velocity

B

9



LAMS Item Pool, Physics, G7 Unit 1

S.N. Com-

peten-

cy No.

Level

(K or

A)

Stem Figure/Table A B C D Key

79 13 K Which one of the following

physical quantities requires

direction for its complete

description?

Distance Force Mass Time B

80 13 K Which one of the following

is an example of a scalar

quantity?

Acceleration Force Mass Velocity C

81 13 K Which one of the following

is a vector quantity?

Length Mass Time Velocity D

82 13 K Which one of the following

sets is a set of scalar

quantities?

Length, force, mass Length, mass, time Length, mass, acceleration, Length, mass, force B

83 13 K Which one of the following

is a vector quantity?

Distance Speed Time Velocity D

84 13 K Which one is a vector

quantity?

Force Mass Time Volume A

85 13 K Which one of the following

is a vector physical quantity?

Acceleration Mass Temperature Time A

86 13 K Which one of the following

can be expressed in terms of

both magnitude and

direction?

Distance Mass Time Velocity D

87 13 K Which one of the following

is a vector quantity?

Density Force Mass Time B

10



LAMS Item Pool, Physics, G7 Unit 1

S.N. Com-

peten-

cy No.

Level

(K or

A)

Stem Figure/Table A B C D Key

88 13 K Which one of the following

is a vector?

Force Length Mass Time A

89 13 K One of the following

statements describes a vector

physical quantity. Which

one is it?

I travelled 20 km/h. I travelled 20 km. I bought 20 kg of teff. I travelled 20km/h to north. D

90 13 K Which one of the following

has a magnitude but not a

direction?

Displacement Force Velocity Volume D

91 13 K Which one is a scalar

quantity?

Acceleration Density Force Velocity B

92 14 K Thickness of sheet metal is

better measured using a

device called

Carpenter's rule Measuring tape Meter stick Vernier caliper D

93 14 K Which one of the following

instruments is suitable to

measure the area of your

school compound?

Meter rule (ruler) Measuring tape Micrometer Vernier caliper B

94 14 K Which one of the following

devices measures long

distances?

Measuring tape Meter rule Micrometer Vernier caliper A

95 14 K Which one of the following

is a measuring device for

length?

Beam balance Meter rule Stopwatch Top pan balance B

96 14 K Which one of the following

is used to measure longer

distances?

Measuring tape Meter ruler Micro meter Vernier caliper A

11
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97 14 K Which of the following

instruments is used to

measure long distances?

Meter ruler Micrometer Tape measure Vernier caliper C

98 14 K Which one of the following

devices is used to measure

length?

Beam balance Newton meter Tape measure Watch C

99 15 K A student measured the

length of the rod using

measuring tape as shown in

the figure below?

What is the length of the

rod?

2.0 m 2.1 m 2.2 m 2.3 m C

100 15 A Sisay travelled 300 m due

East and then 250 m back to

west. What is the total

distance travelled by Sisay?

50 m 250 m 300 m 550 m D

101 15 A Abeba and Tolossa want to

know the length of three

metal bars using a single

ruler as shown in the figure

below. What is the total

length of the metal bars?

3.10 cm 3.90 cm 4.36 cm 4.50 cm A

102 15 A The distance between a

student's home and school is

1.5 km. What is the distance

moved by the student in a

week if he/she is not absent

from school in school days?

7.5 km 10.5 km 15 km 21 km C

12
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103 15 A A carpenter wanted 2.0 m

wood for his activity. He

found 4 wood pieces in the

store such as wood A, Wood

B, wood C, and wood D

shown in the figure. If he

take measurements using 5

m tape, which one does he

select?

wood A Wood B Wood C Wood D C

104 15 A A farmer wants to know the

length of his plots of land in

meter. But he has only a

long rope, a 50 cm ruler and

a 5 meter long stick. Which

one of the following is the

easiest way for him to

measure the length?

He has to use the long rope

only.

He has to use the meter stick

only.

First, he has to measure and

graduate the rope using the

meter stick and then use the

rope.

He has to use both the long

rope and the meter stick, and

then the ruler.

C

105 16 K Which one of the following

set of measurement units is

listed in the increasing

order?

Kilometer, centimeter,

millimeter, decimeter

Kilometer, meter, millimeter,

decimeter

Millimeter, centimeter,

decimeter, kilometer

Decimeter, millimeter,

kilometer, meter

C

106 16 K Which one of the following

units of measurement is most

appropriate to measure the

length of your physics text

book?

Centimeter Meter Micrometer Millimeter A

107 16 K Which one of the following

shows the correct

relationship between

centimeter (cm), millimeter

(mm), kilometer (km) and

meter (m), correctly?

1 km = 1000 mm 1 cm = 100 m 1 km = 1000 m 1 cm = 10 m C

13
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108 17 K 1 km = _____ cm 10 100 1000 100,000 D

109 17 K 1000 meter is equal to

______

1 km 10 km 10,000 km 1,000,000 km A

110 17 K Athlete Ali Abdosh runs a

5000 meter in 27 minutes.

How many kilometers does

he run during this time?

4 km 5 km 6 km 7 km B

111 17 K A car travelled 99 km from

Adama to Addis Ababa and

275 km from Addis Ababa

to Hawassa. How many

meters did the car travel in

total?

374 99000 275000 374000 D

112 17 K For a table shown below,

what are the values of A and

B, respectively?

2000 and 0.004 200 and 0.04 20 and 0.4 2000 and 0.04 A

113 17 A When 0.205 km is converted

to meter the result is ____

2.5 meter 25 meter 205 meter 2050 meter C

114 17 A Almaz's height is 1.3 m.

What is her height in cm?

13 103 130 1300 C

115 17 A 0.2 m equals __________

cm

20 98 102 200 A

14
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116 17 A A student wants to measure

the length of the classroom

using a tape meter. The tape

meter reads 6 m and 60 cm.

What is the length of the

classroom in cm?

6.60 66.0 600 660 D

117 17 A The distance from Oumed's

home to his school is 500 m.

He goes to his school and

returns back to home every

day. The distance covered by

Oumed on each day is

_____.

0.5 km 1 km 2500 m 250000 m B

118 17 A If the distance between two

points is 250 m. What is the

distance between these two

points in km and cm,

respectively?

2.5, 2500 2500,2.5 0.25, 25,000 25000, 2,500 C

119 17 A How many cm and mm are

there in 2.3 m?

0.23, 0.023 230 and 2300 23 and 230 2300 and 23000 B

120 17 A A man has walked 1500 m

then ran 200 m and then

continued moving in the

same direction by 1m. What

is the total distance moved

by the man in cm?

15,020 150,000 170,100 27,000 C

121 17 A An object of length 50 m is

equivalent to _____ cm.

0.5 5 5,000 50,000 C

15
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122 17 A A student measured the

length of different objects

and obtained the following

results in the experiment.

The length of grade 7

physics text book is 240

mm, the length of iron rod is

24 cm, and the length of

copper rod is 0.24 m. Which

one of the following

statement is correct?

All have the same length. Copper rod is longer than

iron rod.

Iron rod is longer than

copper rod.

Grade 7 physics text book is

longer than copper rod.

A

123 18 K The amount of matter

contained in a body is_____

Density Length Mass Volume C

124 18 K Which one of the following

is defined as the amount of

matter contained in a body?

Area Mass Volume Weight B

125 19 K Which one of the following

physical quantities can be

measured by simple

balance?

Length Mass Temperature Time B

126 19 K Which one of the following

devices is used to measure

the mass of an object?

Beam balance Measuring cylinder Ruler Watch A

127 19 K Which one of the following

is NOT a measuring device

of mass?

Electronic balance Simple balance Top pan balance Watch D

128 19 K A device used to measure

mass is___

Ammeter Meter ruler Triple beam balance Watch C

16
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129 19 K What physical quantity is

measured by a beam

balance?

Density Length Mass Time C

130 19 K Which one of the following

instrument is used to

measure a mass of an object?

Beam balance Meter rule Stop watch Vernier caliper A

131 19 K Which one of the following

physical quantities is

measured using beam

balance or a triple beam

balance?

Length Mass Temperature Time B

132 19 K Which one of the following

devices measures mass?

Ammeter Beam balance Hydrometer Kilogram B

133 19 K Which one of the following

devices CANNOT be taken

as a measuring device of

mass?

Beam balance Digital balance Spring balance Triple beam balance C

134 19 A To conduct a certain

experiment in science

laboratory room, it needs 1

kg of soil, 2 liters of water

and 1 liter of oil. But in the

laboratory room there are a

bag of 1.5 kg soil, 2 liters of

water, and 1 liter of oil.

Which device shall we use to

get the desired amount of

soil?

Beam balance Measuring cylinder Tape Meter Watch A

17
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135 20 K If an object on a beam

balance measures 400 g; this

refers to its -----

Force Mass Volume Weight B

136 20 K If the masses at the both

sides of the sea-saw/beam

balance are equal as shown

below, what is the mass of A

in kg?

13 15 16 20 C

137 20 A Challa was trying to balance

three objects with three

different masses. Object

A=50 kg, object B=30 kg

and object C as shown in the

diagram below. What shall

be the mass of object C?

10 kg 20 kg 30 kg 40 kg B

138 20 A In one pan of a beam balance

standard masses 1 kg, 500 g

and 50 g are placed to

balance sugar of unknown

mass on the other pan. What

is the mass of the sugar?

151 g 155 g 1.55 kg 15.5 kg C

139 20 A In one of the pans of a beam

balance 1/4 kg of sugar is

placed. How much mass

should be placed on the

other pan to make it

balance?

0.25 mg 0.25 g 250 g 333 g C

A

B

C

18
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140 20 A In one of the pan of a beam

balance standard masses 1

kg, 500 g, and 50 g are

placed to balance sugar of

unknown mass on the other

pan. What is the mass of the

sugar?

151 g 155 g 1.51 kg 1.55 kg D

141 20 A In one of the pans of a beam

balance the masses 2 kg, 600

g, 60 g and 10 g are placed.

What amount of mass should

be placed on the other side

of the beam balance to make

it balanced?

2.6 kg 26.70 g 2670 g 2760 g C

142 21 K Which one of the following

units is most appropriate or

suitable to measure the

amount of coffee exported to

Germany?

Feresula Gram Kilogram Ton D

143 21 K Tigist bought 20 kg teff and

she added 4 kg of teff.

What is the total mass of teff

that she bought in gram?

5,000 16,000 24,000 80,000 C

144 21 K If mass of bodies A, B, and

C is 1 ton, 1 quintal, and 1

kilogram, respectively, then,

the total mass of bodies is

_____.

111 kg 1011 kg 1101 kg 1110 kg C

19
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145 21 A Almaz placed 5kg of sugar,

50 g of butter, and 20 mg of

salt into a container. What is

the total mass of the items in

the container in grams?

5502 5050.02 5500.2 5500.002 B

146 21 A Suppose you are given three

objects labeled with their

masses as shown below.

Which one of the following

sentence is correct?

Block is heavier than sugar. Salt is lighter than block. Sugar is heavier than salt. All the three objects have

equal masses.

D

147 21 A Suppose your mass is 30 kg.

What is your mass in grams?

30 300 3000 30000 D

148 21 A A boy has measured his own

mass and it is found to be 42

kg. What is the mass of the

boy in gram?

0.042 0.42 4200 42000 D

149 21 A A Euro trucker brings 40

tons wheat from Djibouti to

Addis Ababa. How much

quintal of wheat does it

bring to Addis Ababa?

4 quintals 400 quintals 4000 quintals 40000 quintals B

150 21 A 200 kg is equivalent to

_____

0.0002 tonnes 0.002 tonnes 0.02 tonnes 0.2 tonnes D

151 21 A Suppose you are given

objects labeled with their

masses as shown below.

Which one of the following

statements is correct?

The iron block is heavier

than cotton.

The plastic foam is lighter

than iron block.

The cotton is heavier than

the iron block.

All the three objects have

equal masses.

D

20
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152 21 A If a woman uses 250 g flour

to prepare her family's

breakfast for one day, how

many kilograms of flour

does she need for one week

so as to make her family's

breakfast?

0.175 kg 1.75 kg 17.5 kg 175 kg B

153 22 K Which one of the following

defines time? Time is;

the change of physical

phenomenon

the duration of physical

phenomenon

the distance of physical

phenomenon

the speed of physical

phenomenon

B

154 22 K Which of the following

defines the duration of

physical phenomena or

process?

My father walked 3 km in a

day.

My mother bought 100 kg

teff.

My sister age is 16 years old. My brother height is 1.5

meter.

C

155 23 K Which one of the following

physical quantity is

measured by stopwatch?

Current Height Time Weight C

156 25 K Which one of the following

is equivalent to one month?

3 weeks 24 hours 30 days 1/4 year C

157 25 A Kenenisa took 1 hour, 65

minutes and 25 seconds to

finish a marathon race. What

is the time taken in seconds?

7500 7500.25 7500.52 7525 D

158 25 A How many hours are there in

one month (especially

September)?

540 h 720 h 1000 h 1720 h B
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159 25 A A student has done two

laboratory activities. The

first took 22 minutes and the

second activity took half an

hour. What is the total time

taken by the two activities?

One hour One an half hours 52 minutes 82 minutes C

160 25 A What is 3 hour + 10 min +

120 sec equal to in minutes?

182 min 192 min 202 min 212 min B

161 25 A How many minutes are there

in 3 days?

1440 2160 2880 4320 D

162 25 A 1.5 minutes is equivalent to

_____

65 s 90 s 120 s 150 s B

163 25 A A doctor wants to know the

age of his patient and asked

him how old he is. The

patient replied that he was

25 1/2 years old. Which one

of the following is the

correct age of the patient in

month?

306 1224 9180 220320 A

164 25 A If a pulse rate of a whale is 3

pulses per minute, what is

the pulse in one second?

1/60 1/20 20 180 B
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165 25 A If a body moves from point

A to B in 2000 s,  from point

B to C in 1000 s and from

point C to D in 2 minutes

and 50 seconds, then what is

the total time to move from

point A to point D?

3050 seconds 3120 seconds 3150 seconds 3170 seconds D

166 25 A A hand watch has the hour,

minute and second pointer as

in the diagram and exactly

reads 1 hour and 30 seconds

from the beginning. Which

figure correctly shows after

7230 seconds from the

beginning?

A

167 26 K Which one of the following

methods provides a more

reliable measurement of time

in daily life activities?

Looking rotations of stars in

the sky

Using a digital watch Looking positions of

shadows of trees

Looking positions of sun on

the sky

B
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1 27 K The diagram below shows

four different paths, which

one shows displacement?

1 2 3 4 A

2 27 K Which one of the following

pairs of physical quantities

has the same unit?

distance- displcement mass-force speed- acceleration time- acceleration A

3 27 K Which one of the following

is WRONG about motion?

Motion is a continuous

change in position of an

object.

Concepts of rest and motion

are relative.

A body is at rest if its

position does NOT change

in a certain frame of

reference.

A body in motion in one

reference frame CANNOT

be at rest in another frame of

reference.

D

4 27 K Which one explains a

motion of a moving car

relative to a reference frame?

If you are sitting in a moving

car you are in motion

relative to the car.

A moving car is in motion

relative to a person sitting

inside the car.

A car is in motion relative to

a certain reference on earth.

If you are sitting in a moving

car, you are at rest relative to

an observer standing on the

roadside.

C

5 27 K Which one of the following

sentences defines motion

correctly?

Motion is position of an

object with respect to the

earth.

Motion is position of an

object with respect to the

sun.

Motion is change of position

of an object with respect to

itself.

Motion is change of position

of an object with respect to

another body.

D

6 27 K Which of the following

statements is true?

Displacement is a vector and

distance is scalar.

Distance is a vector and

displacement is a scalar.

Neither displacement nor

distance is vector.

Both distance and

displacement are scalars.

A

7 27 K The distance from student

A's home to school is 400 m.

Student A walks from home

to school and back home.

Which of the given options

is correct about total distance

and displacement covered?

Distance is 400 m and

displacement is 400 m.

Distance is 800 m and

displacement is 400 m.

Distance is 800 m and

displacement is zero.

Distance is 400 m and

displacement is zero.

C

1
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8 27 K If a body moves 20 m to

right and return back to its

initial point on the same line,

its displacement is

0 20 m left 20 m right 40 m left A

9 28 K Which one of the following

examples describes vibratory

motion?

The motion of falling ball

from a certain height

The motion of a wheel of a

car

The motion of a pendulum The motion of the moon

around the earth

C

10 28 K The type of motion of a ball

falling freely from a certain

height is

Circular motion Curvilinear motion Rectilinear motion Rotary motion C

11 28 K One of the following

statements is WRONG

about types of motion.

Which one is it?

The motion of a body along

a straight line is called

rectilinear motion.

The motion of a body along

a curved path is called

curvilinear motion.

Rotary and vibratory

motions are periodic.

If the motion of a body is

vibratory its velocity is

constant.

D

12 28 K The ball is kicked to the air

from the ground by the goal

keeper and it came to rest

after it passed half line of the

football field. The type of

motion that is performed by

the ball was _____.

rectilinear curvilinear rotary oscillating B

13 28 K A car is moving in straight

line with its four wheels.

The type of motion of the

wheels of the car is:

curvilinear motion rectilinear motion rotary motion vibrating motion C

14 28 K A ball is falling from a

height of 200 m building.

Which of the following fits

to the type of motion?

Curvilinear motion Rectilinear motion Rotary motion Vibrating motion B

2
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15 28 K The motion of the wheel of a

Singer (sewing machine) can

be an example of _____.

curvilinear motion oscillatory motion rectilinear motion rotary motion D

16 28 K Which one of the

following types of

motions correctly

matched with examples of

motion?

Rotary motion — The

motion of a wheel of a car

Vibratory motion — A

falling ball from a certain

height

Curvilinear motion — A

falling ball from certain

height

Rectilinear motion — The

motion of a ball along a

circular path

A

17 29 K Which of the following is

NOT an example of

curvilinear motion?

A free falling ball from a

certain height

Motion of a car around a

square

The motion of a ball thrown

horizontally from a certain

height

The motion of the moon

around the earth

A

18 29 K Which of the following is

correct about types of

motion?

The motion of a wheel of a

car is an example of a

rectilinear motion.

The motion of objects

suspended on a spring is an

example of circular motion.

The motion of a pendulum is

an example of rotary motion.

The motion of a simple

pendulum wave is an

example of vibratory motion.

D

19 29 K Ojulu observed a freely

suspended ball in a shop is

moving back and forth.

What type of motion is it?

Circular Rectilinear Rotary Vibratory D

20 29 K Which one of the following

is NOT a type of curvilinear

motion?

A car moving around a

circular path

The motion of a simple

pendulum

The motion of a ball kicked

to a goal

The motion of the moon

around the earth

B

21 29 K Which type of motion is

correctly paired with its

example?

Rectilinear motion of earth

around the sun

Curvilinear motion of a car

moving along a straight line

Rotary motion of wheel of a

car

Vibratory-motion of earth on

its axis

C

22 29 K Which one of the following

statements describes

curvilinear motion?

The motion of a car along a

straight level road

The motion of a ball thrown

horizontally from a certain

height

The motion of a  wheel of a

car

The motion of a pendulum B

3
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23 29 A Kebede ran 400 m around a

track on football field. What

type of path did he perform

in his motion?

Curvilinear Rectilinear Rotary Vibrating A

24 30 K What is the motion of an

object along a straight line

with a constant velocity?

curvilinear motion uniformly accelerated

motion

uniform motion vibratory motion C

25 30 K Tona always drives 50 km

every hour to cover the

distance of 150 km in 3

hours. What type of motion

is Tona's motion?

Accelerated motion Oscillatory motion Uniformly accelerated

motion

Uniform motion D

26 30 K In a uniformly accelerated

motion

the speed is constant the velocity is constant the speed is changing non

uniformly

the velocity is changing

uniformly

D

27 30 K What is a value that links the

distance and time in the form

of distance/time?

Acceleration Force Speed Velocity C

28 30 K The speed of a falling object

changes as it falls. The

motion is called ___

Accelerated Gravity Uniform motion Deaccelerated A

29 30 K A car travels toward south

20 km in one hour. The

velocity of the car is:

10 km/h south 20 km/h south 30 km/h south 40 km/h south B

30 30 K Velocity is defined as rate of

change of

acceleration displacement distance force B

4
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31 30 K If an athlete covers a

distance of 3000 m in 10

minutes. His/her average

speed in m/s is _____.

5 m/s 30 m/s 50 m/s 300 m/s A

32 30 A Which one of the following

describes uniformly

accelerated motion?

Equal change in

displacement in equal times

Equal change in velocity in

equal times

Equal change in force in

equal times

Equal change in speed in

equal times

B

33 30 A A boy travelled 20 km in the

first hour and 10 km in the

second hour. Which of the

following options is the

average speed?

10 km/h 15 km/h 20 km/h 30 km/h B

34 30 A If the velocity of the moving

body is 40 m/s its velocity in

km/h is

11.1 km/h 40 km/h 144 km/h 392 km/h C

35 31 A A teacher selected 4 students

(A, B, C, D) to walk the

same distance uniformly

until they cover the whole

distance. Which student

completes the distance

correctly by walking

uniformly?

Student A Student B Student C Student D C

36 31 A Suppose Abebe is moving 2

m distance in every 2 second

along a straight line. What

can be judged about the

motion?

He has moved 2 m in his

total movement.

He is accelerating uniformly. He is moving at a uniform

motion.

His distance does not change

at all.

C

5
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37 31 A Four students below are

walking on a straight line

and their positions are

shown in the diagram. Who

is moving uniformly?

Gemechu Abebe Ubang Sisay B

38 31 A A woman is walking on a

pedestrian way which is

constructed by 40 cm × 40

cm tiles. If the woman

walked total of 50 tiles in 40

seconds what was her speed

in m/s?

0.5 1 1.25 2 A

39 32 K Average velocity of an

object moving in a straight

line can be determined from

the difference between the

final and the initial velocity

the slope of distance versus

time graph

calculating half of the

maximum velocity

its mass and time taken B

40 32 K The slope of distance vs time

graph in uniform motion

gives the magnitude of

acceleration force total distance velocity D

41 32 A The following distance-time

graph represents the motion

of a body with constant

velocity. What is the average

velocity of the body?

2 m/s 4 m/s 6 m/s 8 m/s A

6
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42 32 A The motion of a body is

described by the following

distance versus time graph.

Which of the following is

FALSE about the graph?

The average velocity of the

body is 2 m/s

The slope of the line is the

same at any point

The velocity at point p is

equal to the average velocity

The velocity of the body is

increasing uniformly

D

43 32 A Grade 7 student, Chala sets a

toy car to move with

constant speed along a

straight line. He recorded the

data of distance travelled

and time taken and draws the

graph of distance (s) against

time (t) as shown. What is

the magnitude of the average

velocity of the motion of the

toy car?

1 m/s 3 m/s 6 m/s 9 m/s B

44 32 A Look at the graph, which

represents the motion of an

object. How far is the object

from the starting point?

It is impossible to tell

because the graph has no

numerical scale on it.

It ended up at the starting

point.

It is not at the starting point. It ended up 2 meter from the

starting point.

B

45 32 A From the graph shown

below what is the average

velocity and slope of the

graph?

2 m/s 5 m/s 10 m/s 25 m/s B

7
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46 32 A What is the average

velocity of a body

described by the

displacement (s) – time

graph shown below?

2 m/s  4 m/s 6 m/s 8 m/s B

47 33 K The slope of the graph is

greater than the velocity.

The velocity is greater than

the slope of the graph.

The slope has no relation

with the velocity.

The slope of the graph

equals to the velocity.

D

48 33 A From the graph s-t shown,

what is the slope of the

graph and how do you relate

it with the velocity of a

body?

Slope = 5 and inverse of

velocity

Slope = 5 and it is the same

as velocity

Slope = 7.5 and the same as

velocity

Slope = 7.5 and different

from velocity

B

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

t (s)

s (m)

From the  𝑠 − 𝑡 graph
given, which one is
correct about the slope of
the graph and the
velocity?
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49 33 A Determine the velocity from

the graph given below.

5 m/s 10 m/s 15 m/s 20 m/s A

50 33 A The following graph

describes displacement of an

object with time. What is the

velocity of the object?

10 m/s 20 m/s 30 m/s 40 m/s A

51 34 K Accelerated motion can be

defined as___

motion of a body that

changes its speed or

direction per unit time

motion that takes place on

straight line with constant

velocity

motion that changes its

position uniformly

motion that changes its

displacement uniformly

A

52 34 K Which one of the following

statements defines

accelerated motion

correctly?

Motion of a car along a

straight line with uniform

velocity

Motion that changes its

velocity per unit time

Motion that changes its

distance per unit of time

Motion that changes its

displacement uniformly

B

53 34 K A car started from rest and

moves at 90 km/h in 20

seconds, its acceleration in

m/s
2 

is

1 m/s
2

1.25 m/s
2

2 m/s
2

2.25 m/s
2 B

9
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54 35 K The rate of change of

velocity and the rate of

change of displacement are

respectively defined as

velocity, acceleration acceleration, velocity displacement, velocity velocity, displacement B

55 35 A Which of the following

statement is correct about

velocity?

The rate of change of

distance

Distance moved per unit

time taken

The ratio of change in

velocity per unit time

Distance moved in particular

direction per unit time

D

56 35 A A student travelled 2 m/s

east then he changed

direction into 3 m/s north.

Which of the following

physical quantities explains

the values?

Acceleration Displacement Speed Velocity D

57 35 A Which of the following

statements is correct about

velocity and acceleration?

Velocity is a scalar and

acceleration is a vector

quantity.

Velocity tells us how fast

speed is changing whereas

acceleration describes the

rate of change of position.

Velocity tells us how fast a

body is moving in a certain

direction whereas

acceleration describes the

rate of change of

displacement.

Velocity tells us how fast a

body is moving in a certain

direction and acceleration

describes how fast velocity

is changing.

D

58 35 A As an object fell freely (no

air resistance) its velocity

increases and its acceleration

_____.

increases decreases remains constant cannot be determined C

59 35 A Which one of the following

shows the relation between

velocity and acceleration?

As velocity increases the

acceleration decreases.

For constant velocity the

acceleration is zero.

As velocity decreases the

acceleration increases.

There is no relation between

velocity and acceleration.

B

10
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60 35 A A bus is moving in the north

direction and slowing down.

Which of the following

options applies to the

motion?

Accelerattion is directed

south.

Accelerattion is directed

north.

Velocity is in the direction

of south.

Velocity is in the direction

of south west.

A

61 35 A The velocity of a car moving

along a straight line is

decreasing. Which of the

following option is correct?

The acceleration of the car is

positive.

The acceleration and

velocity are in the same

direction.

The initial velocity is greater

than the final velocity.

The distance moved by the

car is negative.

C

62 36 K If the displacement of a body

is directly proportional to the

time interval, then the body

moves with _____.

decreasing acceleration increasing acceleration uniform acceleration uniform velocity D

63 36 K A student in his way

measures equal distances in

equal time intervals. What is

the type of motion?

Average acceleration Average velocity Uniform acceleration Uniform velocity D

64 36 K What is the difference

between uniform and

accelerated motion?

Uniform motion is the

motion of an object with

constant velocity whereas

accelerated motion is a

motion where velocity

varies.

Uniform motion is a motion

at constant velocity whereas

accelerated motion is motion

with no force acting.

Uniform motion is a motion

at constant acceleration

whereas accelerated motion

is motion with constant

speed.

Uniform motion and

accelerated motion are one

and the same.

A

65 36 A Which of the following

phenomena shows uniformly

accelerated motion?

A man walking 2 km every 1

hour

An object freely falling from

a certain height "h"

An athlete running for

marathon every morning for

2 hours

A boy riding a bicycle on

different roads

B

11
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66 37 K The graph shown below

represents the motion of a

body with ____

changing acceleration changing velocity non-zero constant

acceleration

non-zero constant velocity D

67 37 A Which of the following

graphs represent uniform

motion? (s - displacement, a

- acceleration, v - velocity, t

- time)

D

68 37 A Which one of the following

graph represented uniform

motion?

A

69 38 K The SI unit of acceleration is

__

m/s m/s
2 kg m/s kg m/s

2 B

70 38 K Which alternative indicates

acceleration with its SI unit?
10 cm/s

2
10 m/s

2
10 km/min

2
10 km/h

2 B

71 38 K The SI unit of acceleration

is___

m/s m/s
2 m/min m/h B

72 38 K The SI unit of acceleration is

__

meter/min/second meter/minute/minute meter/second/second meter/second/hour C

12
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73 38 K Meter per second square

(m/s
2
) is the SI unit of

_____?

Acceleration Displacement Speed Velocity A

74 39 A A car, initially moving with

velocity of 2 m/s, accelerated

uniformly with an

acceleration of 5 m/s
2
. What

is the speed of the car at the

end of 4 seconds?

18 m/s 20 m/s 22 m/s 40 m/s C

75 39 A A car starts from 20 m/s and

increases its velocity

uniformly to 40 m/s within 4

seconds. What is the

acceleration of the car at this

time?

5 m/s
2

10 m/s
2

15 m/s
2

20 m/s
2 A

76 39 A Adugna is riding a bicycle

starting from rest. After 10

seconds the bicycle speed

has reached 20 m/s in a

straight road. What is the

acceleration of the bicycle?

0.5 m/s
2

1 m/s
2

2 m/s
2

4 m/s
2 C

77 39 A A rabbit was moving at a

speed of 2 m/s in a straight

path. After it saw that a dog

was behind it, its speed has

increased to 20 m/s within

10 seconds. What is its

acceleration with in this time

interval?

1 m/s
2

1.8 m/s
2

2 m/s
2

4 m/s
2 B

13
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78 39 A A car starting from rest

accelerated uniformly and

reached a speed of 20 m/s

after 4 seconds. What is the

acceleration of the car?

3 m/s
2

4 m/s
2

5 m/s
2

6 m/s
2 C

79 39 A A car travelling at 4 m/s

towards west accelerates

uniformly at a rate of 3 m/s
2

for 3 seconds. What is the

velocity of the car after 3

seconds?

10 m/s 13 m/s 16 m/s 19 m/s B

80 40 K Which one of the following

is true about a freely falling

body in the absence of air

resistance?

It has constant speed It has constant velocity It has constant acceleration It has constant height

(elevation)

C

81 40 K Which of the following is

true about freely falling

body?

The gravitational force on it

varies.

Its speed always decreases

with time.

Its velocity remains the

same.

Its accleeration remains the

same.

D

82 40 K A body is falling freely from

a high building. Then which

of the following is true about

the velocity of the falling

body?

Its velocity is increasing

uniformly with time

Its velocity is constant with

time

Its velocity is decreasing

uniformly with time

Its velocity is zero at the

instant it strikes to the

ground

A

83 40 A When an object is dropped

from a suspended balloon it

will fall with _____.

uniform velocity uniform acceleration increasing acceleration decreasing acceleration B

84 40 A A free falling body has

_____.

an initial velocity a uniform gravitational

acceleration

circular path that it follows different acceleration for

different bodies dropping

from the same height

B
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1 41 K Which one of the following

statements defines force

correctly?

Change in position per unit

time

The time rate of change of

velocity

A push or pull exerted by a

body on another body

A push exerted per unit area C

2 43 K Which one is the SI unit of

force?
m/s

2 N N/m N/m
2 B

3 43 K Which one of the following

is the correct relation

between a device used to

measure force and its SI

unit?

Beam balance, Newton Spring balance, kilogram Spring balance, meter Newton meter, Newton D

4 43 K Which one of the following

measuring device and SI

Unit of force are correctly

paired?

beam balance, kilogram spring balance, kilogram spring balance, Newton Beam balance, Newton C

5 43 K Which one of the following

is the SI unit of force?

Joule Newton Pascal Watt B

6 43 K Which one of the following

is a scientific instrument

used to measure force?

Beam balance Newton Meter Triple-beam balance Stretch spring B

7 43 K Which of the following is

used to measure force?

Anemometer Barometer Manometer Newton meter D

8 43 K What is the unit equivalent

to the SI unit of force?

kg m/s kg m/s
2

kg m
2
/s kg m

2
/s

2 B

9 44 K Which of the following is

good example of force acting

without touching?

Pulling a car by another car A stone thrown and hit a

target object to fall

A mango fruit falling from a

mango tree

Making the types of roll in

riding a bicycle

C

1
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10 44 K Among the following select

the one which is non-contact

force.

A force exerted by a

compressed spring

Frictional force between a

table and a floor

Magnetic force between a

magnet and a magnetic

substance

An upward force exerted by

a table on a box resting on it.

C

11 44 K The figure below indicates

all the forces acting on a

block moving on a

horizontal surface. Which

force is a non-contact type

force?

f F FN W D

12 44 K Which one of the following

forces is a non-contact

force?

Frictional force Gravitational force Normal force Tension B

13 44 K Which one of the following

forces can act on an object

without touching?

Normal force Frictional force Magnetic force Sliding force C

14 44 K Which one of the

following is a non-contact

force?

Collision force Magnetic force Stretching force Tension force B

15 45 K Which of the following

forces acts while bodies are

in physical contact?

Electrical force Gravitational force Magnetic force Normal force D

16 45 K Which one of the following

is a contact force?

Electrical force Frictional force Gravitational force Magnetic force B

2
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17 45 K Among the following forces

one is contact force, which

one is it?

Electrostatic force Gravitational force A force exerted by a

stretched spring

A force exerted by a magnet

on a magnetic substance

C

18 45 K Which one of the following

forces is a contact type

force?

Electrical force Frictional force Gravitational force Magnetic force B

19 45 K Which one of the following

is NOT an example of

contact force?

Force during collision of

bodies

Frictional force Gravitational force Force of stretched spring C

20 45 K Which of the following

forces can be an example of

contact force?

Electrical force Frictional force Gravitational force Magnetic force B

21 46 K Which one of the following

is NOT the effect of force?

Acceleration Change of direction Change of the mass of a

body

Deformation C

22 46 K Which one of the following

is NOT an example of the

effects of force?

Change in direction of

motion

Change in magnitude of

speed

Change mass Change in the shape of a

body

C

23 46 K Which one is FALSE about

the effect of unbalanced

force? When unbalanced

force is acting on a _____.

stationary body, it starts to

move

moving body, the body

changes direction

moving body, the body

gradually stops moving

moving body, the body will

continue its motion with

constant speed

D

24 46 K Which one of the following

is NOT the effect of force?

Change in direction Change in color Change in shape Change in speed B

3
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25 46 K When a force is exerted on a

body at rest, which one of

the following options does

NOT happen frequently?

Change in shape Change in size Starts to move Starts to burn D

26 46 K What will happen when a

force is exerted on an

object?

The size of the object

remains the same.

The speed of the object

remains the same.

The shape of the object

may change.

The color of the object

may change.

C

27 47 K The SI unit of Force is ____. g m/s
2

kg N/s
2

N/m
2 N D

28 47 K Which of the following is

the SI unit of force?

Newton meter Newton Newton per second Newton per square

meter(N/m
2
)

B

29 47 K The SI unit of force is

_____.

Kelvin Meter per second Newton Tonne C

30 47 K Which alternative is

representing a magnitude of

force with its SI unit?

50 m/s 50 k 50 N 50 m C

31 47 K What is the SI unit of force? kg m N s C

32 48 K We can measure force using

a device _____.

beam balance spring balance triple beam balance top pan balance B
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33 48 K Newton meter is used to

measure____

Inertia Mass Speed Weight D

34 48 K Which of the following

instruments is used to

measure force?

Beam balance Measuring cylinder Spring balance Thermometer C

35 49 A On one side of a beam

balance 50 g, 0.5 kg and 0.2

kg mangos are placed. On

the other side 20 g, 40 g and

30 g of oranges are places.

To make it equilibrium how

many grams of other object

should be place to the

smaller side?

600 g 630 g 660 g 690 g C

36 49 A A boy wants to buy a 3.5 kg

sugar from a shop. Then the

shop keeper uses a pan

balance to measure the

sugar. If the shop keeper

puts a 1 kg, 2 kg, and x kg

standard masses in one pan

and exactly balances the 3.5

kg sugar, what is the value

of the standard mass x?

0.5 kg 1 kg 2 kg 3.5 kg A

5
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37 49 A Nega has a little cat of mass

500 g and a little dog of

unknown mass. When he

puts the little cat and the

little dog on the opposite

pans of the pan balance the

pans balance each other. The

little dog unfortunately

picked its one leg up and

urinates outside the pan. If

the urine of the little dog is

measured to be 9 g what is

the mass of the little dog

after it urinates?

409 g 491 g 500 g 509 g B

38 50 K In the absence of external

force a body at rest will

remain at rest and a body in

motion will continue its

motion in a straight line with

uniform velocity. This law is

called the law of ___

Acceleration Action-reaction Inertia Weight C

39 50 K Which one of the following

is INCORRECT about

inertia?

A body with a large mass

has high inertia.

A body with a small mass

has low inertia.

If an object moves in a

straight line it will continue

with uniform motion by

applying external force.

If an object is at rest it will

remain at rest without

external force.

C

40 51 K A boy is trying to push two

boxes of mass 10 kg and 20

kg turn by turn on the same

surface and he easily pushed

the 10 kg box than the 20 kg

box. Why did the boy push

the 10 kg box easily than the

20 kg box?

Because the 10 kg box has

more inertia than the 20 kg

box.

Because the 10 kg box has

less inertia than the 20 kg

box.

Because the 10 kg box has

less weight than 20 kg box.

Because the 10 kg box has

more weight than the 20 kg

box.

B

6
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41 51 K Which of the following is

true about the relation of

mass and inertia?

A body with large mass has

smaller inertia.

A body with large mass has

larger inertia.

A body of smaller mass has

larger inertia.

The inertia of a body is

independent of the mass of

the body.

B

42 51 K Identify the correct statement

about mass and inertia.

Mass is a measure of inertia

of a body.

Mass is the tendency of

inertia to retain its state of

motion.

The greater the mass, the

smaller its inertia.

The smaller the mass, the

greater its inertia.

A

43 51 K Which one of the following

is correctly stated about the

relation of mass and inertia?

Mass is the measure of

inertia.

Inertia of a body is greater as

mass is smaller.

Both mass and Inertia vary

as position varies.

Both mass and inertia vary

with time.

A

44 51 K Which of the following is

true about mass and inertia?

Heavy masses have less

inertia.

Heavy masses have greater

inertia.

Small masses have greater

inertia.

Small masses have equal

inertia with heavy masses.

B

45 51 A Assume two boxes, box 1

with a mass of 100 kg and

box 2 with a mass of 60 kg.

Which one of the following

is correct about the two

boxes?

Box 1 is easy to push and

move.

Box 1 has smaller inertia

than which Box 2 has.

Both boxes have the same

inertia.

Box 2 has smaller inertia

than which box 1 has.

D

46 51 A Masses of four different

bodies are given in the table.

Which body has the largest

inertia?

Body A Body B Body C Body D D

7
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47 52 K Which one of the following

law is Newton's 1st law?

The acceleration of a body is

directly proportional to the

force acting on it and

inversely proportional to the

mass of the body.

An object continues in its

state of rest or of uniform

motion in a straight line

unless unbalanced force is

acting on it.

To every action there is

always an equal and

opposite reaction.

A body retains its state of

rest or state of uniform

motion in a straight line in

the presence of external

force.

B

48 52 K Newton's first law can be

stated as

weight is proportional to

mass

there is no change in velocity

on an object unless there is

unbalanced force on it

action and reaction forces act

in opposite direction

acceleration is proportional

to applied force

B

49 52 A Among the following

situations which one is NOT

described as Newton's 1st

law of motion?

A man standing in a moving

bus will fall forward if the

bus suddenly stops.

A moving body will move

with constant velocity unless

an external force is applied

on it.

A block resting on a ground

continues in its state of rest

unless external force is

applied on it.

The acceleration of an object

increases with increasing

force.

D

50 53 K A man was standing in a

stationary bus. At the instant

the bus moved forward, the

man moved backward. What

property made the man move

backward?

Force Friction Inertia Mass C

51 53 K A body at rest will remain at

rest and a body in motion

will continue its motion in a

straight line with uniform

velocity in the absence of

external force. This law is

_____

action and reaction law law of acceleration law of inertia Newton's second law C

8
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52 53 A Suppose a volleyball of mass

300 g and a stone of mass 2

kg are moving towards you

with the same speed. Which

one of the two objects do

you think is easy to stop?

Why?

The ball, because it has

greater inertia.

The stone, because it has

greater inertia.

Both because they have the

same inertia.

The ball because it has less

inertia.

D

53 54 K Which one of the following

statements is correct about

the mass and inertia?

Large mass have smaller

inertia.

Small mass have greater

inertia.

Large mass have greater

inertia.

Mass and inertia are not

related.

C

54 54 K Which of the following is

true about the relationship

between mass and inertia?

Large mass has no inertia. Large mass has greater

inertia than smaller mass.

Large mass has less inertia. Mass and inertia have no

relationship.

B

55 54 K Large masses have less inertia large inertia zero inertia no relation with inertia B

56 54 A How do you relate mass and

inertia?

larger mass-smaller inertia smaller mass-larger inertia larger mass-larger inertia smaller mass-unchanged

inertia

C

57 54 A Students X and Y of grade 8

have a mass of 45 kg and 55

kg respectively. Then which

of the following is correct

about these students?

Student X has greater inertia

than student Y.

Student Y has greater inertia

than Student X.

Both students have the same

inertia.

Difficult to compare their

inertia.

B

9
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58 54 A A small car and a truck are

moving at the same speed on

a certain highway. Suppose

both drivers suddenly pull

the brakes on, which vehicle

skids more to come to stop?

The small car The truck Both skid the same distance Cannot be determined B

59 55 K Which one of the following

shows the relationship

between mass and

acceleration for the same

amount of force acting on

the masses?

The larger mass accelerates

more.

The larger mass accelerates

equally as the smaller one.

The smaller mass accelerates

more.

There will be no relation

between them.

C

60 55 K Whenever an external

unbalanced force is acting

on a body acceleration is

produced. This statement

explains

Newton's first law Newton's second law Newton's third law the law of inertia B

61 55 K Which of the following

statements states Newton's

second law of motion?

Action and reaction forces

are equal in magnitude and

opposite in direction..

An object continues in its

state of rest or of uniform

motion in a straight line

unless it is forced to change

that state by an application

of an external force.

Acceleration of a body is

directly proportional to the

force acting on the body and

inversely proportional to the

mass of the body.

Forces always exist in pairs. C

62 55 K Newton's second law of

motion states that

acceleration of a body is

directly proportional to its

mass

acceleration of a body is

inversely proportional to the

force acting on the body

acceleration of a body is the

product of the force applied

on the object and its mass

acceleration of a body is

directly proportional to

applied force

D

10
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63 55 K The relationship among the

physical quantities mass,

force and acceleration is

stated on

Newton 1st law of motion Newton 2nd law of motion Newton 3rd law of motion Both 1st and 3rd law of

motion

B

64 56 K Consider two masses, a

small and big one. If equal

forces are applied on them

what do you observe about

the acceleration of the two

objects on the same surface?

The small one accelerates

more.

The large one accelerates

more.

Both masses equally

accelerate.

The small one accelerates

less.

A

65 56 K Which one of the following

statements is correct about

the relationship between

force, mass, and

acceleration?

The acceleration of a body is

directly proportional to the

force acting on it and

inversely proportional to the

mass of the body.

The acceleration of a body is

directly proportional to the

force acting on it and to the

mass of the body.

The acceleration of a body is

inversely proportional to the

force acting on it and

directly proportional to the

mass of the body.

The acceleration of a body is

inversely proportional to the

force acting on it and to the

mass of the body.

A

66 56 K The external force acting on

a body increases while its

mass remains constant.

Which one of the following

is correct?

Acceleration is increasing. Acceleration is decreasing. Acceleration remains the

same.

Acceleration becomes zero. A

67 56 K Keeping the applied force

constant as the mass of the

body increases its

acceleration

decreases increases remains constant may decrease or increase at

some time interval

A

68 56 A Two bodies of mass m1 = 1

kg and m2 = 3 kg are moving

on the same surface without

friction by an application of

same force as shown below.

Which one will accelerate

more?

m1 m2 Both Equal A
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69 56 A If the force acting on a body

is doubled, the acceleration

will change by a factor of

_____. (Mass of the body is

constant.)

 1/4  1/2 2 4 C

70 57 K Ayele's car which weighs

1000 kg is out of gas. Ayele

is trying to push the car to

the gas station and makes the

car go 0.05 m/s in 1 s. Using

Newton's second law,

compute how much force

ayele is applying to the car.

5 Newtons 15 Newtons 25 Newtons 50 Newtons D

71 57 A A body of mass 30 kg starts

from rest and reaches a

velocity of 30 m/s within 10

seconds. What is the force

applied on the body?

30 N 60 N 90 N 600 N C

72 57 A In a physics lab a student

pulls a 10 kg box attached to

a spring balance along a

horizontal surface. The

spring reads 50 N. What was

the acceleration he found

out?

2 m/s
2

3 m/s
2

4 m/s
2

5 m/s
2 D

73 57 A A force of 20 N acts on a

body of mass 5 kg. What is

the acceleration of the body

in m/s
2
?

0.25 4 15 25 B
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74 57 A An object is pulled by a

force of 150 N on a flat

ground. If its mass is 100 kg

how much is its

acceleration?

0.66 m/s
2

1.5 m/s
2

15 m/s
2

66 m/s
2 B

75 57 A The figure below shows a

block pulled by a force of

100 N over a horizontal

surface. The friction force

between the surfaces is 5 N.

What is the net force acting

on the block?

20 N 95 N 105 N 500 N B

76 57 A A ball is sliding freely over a

smooth horizontal surface

with a speed of 5 m/s. What

would be its speed after 2

seconds?

0 m/s 3 m/s 4 m/s 5 m/s D

77 57 A A horse with a mass of 150

kg starts from rest and

reaches a speed of 20 m/s

within 25 seconds. If the

acceleration is uniform what

is the force exerted by the

horse?

40 N 80 N 100 N 120 N D

78 57 A Which one of the following

is NOT the correct possible

set of values for mass, force

and acceleration?

B
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79 57 A Which of the following

arrangements of the forces

can produce the greatest

acceleration?

B

80 57 A When a 100 N force acts on

a body of unknown mass, it

accelerates at 20 m/s
2
 as

shown below. What is the

mass of this body to have

this acceleration due to this

force?

5 kg 80 kg 120 kg 2000 kg A

81 58 K Which of the following is

correct about mass and

weight?

Weight of a body is constant

everywhere.

Weight of a body is different

at different locations.

Mass of a body is different

at different locations.

Mass and weight of a body

are the same.

B

82 58 A Suppose there is a block of

mass m and weight w on

earth. Which one is correct?

The mass of the block is

changed when it is placed on

the moon.

The mass and the weight of

the block are changed when

they are placed on the moon.

The mass of the block

remains constant and its

weight is changed when it is

placed on the moon.

The mass and the weight of

the block remain constant

when it is placed on the

moon.

C

83 58 A An object of mass 100 kg on

the surface of the earth was

taken to the moon. Which of

the following is correct

about its mass and weight on

the moon?

mass changes – weight

changes

mass changes – weight

remains the same

mass remains the same –

weight changes

mass remains the same –

weight remains the same

C

84 58 A Bontu has placed an object

on a balance and the balance

reads 20 kg. The weight of

the object is _____. (Take g

= 10 m/s
2
)

20 kg 0.5 N 20 N 200 N D
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85 58 A Suppose Ahmed's mass is 60

kg on the surface of the

earth. What would be his

mass and weight on the

moon? (gearth > gmoon)

m = 60 kg and w = 600 N m = 60 kg and w < 600 N m = 60 kg and w > 600 N m < 60 kg and w = 600 N B

86 58 A Which one of the following

statements is correct about

mass and/or weight?

The mass of an object

depends on its location.

The weight of an object

depends on its location.

Mass and weight describe

the same thing in different

units.

Mass and weight are basic

physical quantities.

B

87 58 A Which one of the following

statements is correct?

Mass and weight have the

same units of measurement.

Mass varies with geographic

location.

Objects weigh less at higher

altitudes than at sea level.

The weight of a body can be

measured in kilogram.

C

88 59 K A grade 7 physics teacher

has given mass of an object

and gravitational

acceleration to his students,

what type of physical

quantity can they calculate

using the given quantities?

Area Density Volume Weight D

89 59 K What is the weight of a

body of mass 30 kg

located on the surface of

the earth? (Take g = 10

m/s
2
)

10 N 30 N 300 N 3000 N C
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90 59 A A 40 kg body is taken to a

planet where acceleration

due to gravity is one fourth

of that of earth. What is the

weight of the body on the

surface of this planet? (g =

10 m/s
2
)

40 N 100 N 400 N 500 N B

91 59 A A 50 kg object is taken to a

planet where the acceleration

due to gravity is 1/4 of that

of earth. What is the weight

of this object on the surface

of this planet? (take

acceleration due to gravity of

earth as g = 10 m/s
2
)

40 N 125 N 200 N 500 N B

92 59 A What is the weight of one

quintal of teff? (Use g = 10

m/s
2
)

10 N 100 N 1000 N 10000 N C

93 59 A Suppose the mass of a

certain body is 5 kg. What is

its weight on the surface of

the earth? (Take g = 9.8m/s
2
)

49 kg 49 N 490 kg 490 N B

94 59 A Zeleke's mass is 60 kg. If g =

10 m/s
2
, what is Zeleke's

weight?

6 N 60 kg 600 N 600 kg C
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95 59 A If the mass of a body is 18

kg on the earth its weight on

the moon is _____. (Take g

on moon = 5/3 m/s
2
)

18 N 18.6 N 30 N 180 N C

96 60 K If you push a wall the wall

push you with equal force

you are applying on it in the

opposite direction. This is

stated by

Newton's first law Newton's second law Newton's third law Newton's first and second

laws

C

97 60 K Newton's 3rd law can be

stated as _____.

two equal forces acting on

two different bodies in

opposite direction

unbalanced resultant force

that causes acceleration of a

moving body

a force that is exerted to

resist motion of a body

unbalanced force is directly

proportional to acceleration

of a moving body

A

98 60 K Which one of the following

statements explains

Newton's third law of

motion?

Two equal and opposite

forces acting on two

different bodies.

Any two forces acting on a

body perpendicularly.

Three unbalanced forces

acting on the same body.

Four balanced forces acting

on a body.

A

99 60 K Which one is Newton's 3
rd

law of motion?

Law of Inertia Mass is the amount of matter

contained in it

To every action there is

always an equal and

opposite reaction

The acceleration of a body is

directly proportional to force

acting on the body and

inversely proportional to the

mass

C

100 60 K Which of the following

statement describes

Newton's 3
rd

 Law?

To every action there is an

opposed, equal reaction.

F = ma All objects fall with equal

acceleration.

In the absence of an external

force an object at rest stays

at rest.

A

101 60 K Which of the following laws

states action and reaction

force?

Newton's 1st law Newton's 2nd law Newton's 3rd law Inertia C
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102 60 K Newton's third law states

about___?

action and reaction forces law of Inertia law of acceleration gravity A

103 60 K Which one of the Newton's

law states action and

reaction forces are equal and

opposite in direction?

Newton's 1st law Newton's 2nd law Newton's 3rd law Law of acceleration C

104 60 K Action and reaction force

pairs are

equal and with the same

direction

unequal and with opposite

directions

unequal and with the same

direction

equal and with opposite

directions

D

105 60 A Which one of the following

statements is correct about

action and reaction forces?

The two forces are acting in

the same direction.

The two forces are acting on

two different bodies.

The two forces are acting on

the same body.

The two forces are different

in magnitude.

B

106 60 A A boy kicks a ball towards a

wall and it bounces back to a

boy. This is due to a force

exerted by _____.

the wall on the ball the ball on the boy the wall on the boy the boy on the ball A

107 61 A Which one of the following

explains Newton's third law?

A student holds his physics

textbook by placing it on his

palm. The palm exerts force

on the book and the book

also exerts force on the

palm.

A car starts from rest and

moves with constant speed

along a straight line unless

unbalanced force acts on it.

Two objects with the same

mass accelerate at different

rate when the applied force

is different.

A body retains its state of

rest or state of uniform

motion in a straight line in

the absence of an external

force.

A
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108 61 A When you push a wall with

your hand, you exert a force

on a wall. Explain the forces

between the wall and your

hand.

The force is exerted only by

you on the wall.

The force is only exerted on

you by the wall.

The wall exerted a force on

you as much as you exerted

on the wall.

No exertion of forces on you

or on the wall because no

motion is observed.

C

109 62 K In the figure below the big

ball (A) is at rest and the

small ball (B) moves

towards ball A and they

collide. Which one is correct

during the collision of these

balls?

The action force of ball B is

greater than the reaction

force of Ball A

The action force of ball B is

smaller than the reaction

force of ball A

The action force of ball B is

equal but opposite in

direction to the reaction

force of ball A

The action force of ball B

does NOT have a relation

with reaction force of ball A

C

110 62 K Suppose you are driving

along the highway and a bird

splash into your windshield.

Which one of the bird or the

windshield, experiences the

greater impact force?

The bird The windshield Both experience the same

force.

It CANNOT be determined. C

111 62 A Which one of the following

can be explained by

Newton's third law?

A falling stone from top

building

Recoiling back of a rifle

while firing a bullet

Increasing a speed of a car

while moving down a slope

Sinking of an overloaded

boat in a lake

B

112 62 A When you hit a wall

powerfully you feel pain.

Why? Because

you are less powerful than

the wall.

the wall hits you equally as

you did.

the wall has hand surface. the wall hits you more

powerfully than you did.

B

113 62 A While travelling in a car you

tend to move forward when

the car suddenly stops. This

phenomenon is explained

using

Newton's second law action and reaction law law of gravitation law of inertia D
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114 62 A While Gemechu was

running along a horizontal

road he tripped over a block

and fell forward. This

phenomenon can be

described using

Newton's First law Newton's Second law Newton's Third law Friction law A

115 62 A Let a physics book be placed

on a table as shown in the

figure. The forces shown are

action and reaction. Which

one of the following is

FALSE about the forces?

The forces are equal in

magnitude.

The forces are opposite in

direction.

Both forces act on the book. The forces act on different

objects.

C

116 62 A A boy standing in a moving

bus falls forward when the

driver suddenly apply the

brake. This phenomenon is

best described by newton's

____

first law of motion second law of motion third law of motion universal law of gravitation A

117 62 A When you are standing in a

moving bus and if the bus

suddenly stops, what will

happen to you? You will

fall forward fall backward fall down stay standing A

118 62 A A ball is released from a

tower of height 100 m above

the ground. What would

happen to the acceleration of

the ball on reaching the

ground?

It decreases. It increases. It remains constant. It may increase or decrease. C
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119 63 K A boy tried to pull two

boxes with the same mass on

rough and smooth floor. He

observed that the object on

rough surface was difficult

to move. Why?

Due to less friction Due to high friction Due to absence of friction Due to large normal force B

120 63 K Frictional force is defined as

one of the following.

It is a contact force

generated when one object

slides or rolls either.

It acts in the direction of

motion of the body.

It can be reduced by

increasing normal force.

It only exists between solid

surfaces.

A

121 64 K When you rub the palms of

your hands together they

will become warm, the

phenomenon is due to

acceleration friction gravity weight B

122 64 K Which one of the following

statements about friction is

NOT true?

Friction enables us to walk

on the ground.

Friction wears out different

parts of a machine.

It is impossible to get a

complete rid of friction.

It is easy to stop a moving

car when friction is low.

D

123 64 A A driver suddenly stopped

the car since the donkey

came across the road. At this

time sound and smoke was

observed between the road

and the tires of the car. That

was the result of _____.

applied force friction inertia normal force B

124 65 K Consider a box on a table

pulled forward. What do you

call the force that exerts the

table on the box

perpendicularly?

Frictional force Normal force Pulling force Weight of the box B
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125 65 K Look at the diagram below, a

box is placed on the table

what do you call the force

labeled by C?

Applied force Frictional force Normal force Weight of the book C

126 65 K Which one of the following

can describe normal force?

It is perpendicular to the

contact surface of a body.

It is opposite to the direction

of motion.

It opposes frictional force. It accelerates motion of a

body.

A

127 65 K Normal force is defined as

_____

any perpendicular force

exerted on a body

unbalanced force that

accelerates a moving object

a force that is perpendicular

to horizontal axis

a perpendicular force that

presses back from the

contact surface

D

128 65 K Which one of the following

types of forces represents a

force that is perpendicular to

two contacted surfaces and

that affects friction between

the two surfaces?

Elastic force Electric force Magnetic force Normal force D

129 65 K Normal force is _____ a force of gravity that pulls

all objects to the earth

a force that opposes or

resists the motion of the

object

a force that presses back

from surface and it is

perpendicular to the surface.

equal in magnitude to the

weight of the object in any

type of surface

C

130 66 K Which one of the following

statements is correct about

friction and normal force?

frictional force increases

with increasing normal force

frictional force increases

with decreasing normal force

frictional force decreases

with increasing normal force

frictional force and normal

force have no relation

A
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131 66 K Which one of the following

is a correct relationship

between frictional force (Ff),

normal force (Nf) and

coefficient of friction (μ)?

Ff = Nf/μ Nf = μFf Ff = μ/Nf Ff = μNf D

132 66 K Different blocks of wood

each of mass m are placed

on a table in four different

arrangements. In which case

the frictional force will be

maximum?

I II III IV D

133 67 K Abubeker is standing on the

surface of the ground. What

type of frictional force exists

between the foot of

Abubeker and the ground?

Dynamic Kinetic Rolling Static D

134 67 K What is the force that

opposes motion just before

an object starts to move?

Inertia Kinetic friction Normal force Static friction D

135 67 K There are ____ fundamental

types of friction.

2 3 4 5 A
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136 67 K The type of friction between

surface of a moving block on

a floor and the floor itself is

coefficient of friction inertia kinetic static C

137 67 K Which one of the

following column in the

table given below

describes static and

kinetic frictions correctly?

A B C D D

138 68 A When you try to pull or push

a box it is difficult to start to

move. After the box starts

moving, it is easy to keep it

moving.  What is the reason?

Because the weight of a box

decreases when it moves.

Because the weight of the

box increases when it

moves.

Because static friction is

larger than sliding friction.

Because static friction is

smaller than sliding friction.

C

139 68 A Which one of the following

is correct about static and

kinetic (sliding) friction?

Both static and kinetic

frictions appear while an

object is at rest.

Both static and kinetic

frictions appear while the

object is at motion.

Static friction is greater than

kinetic friction acting on the

same body.

Kinetic friction is greater

than static friction acting on

the same body.

C

140 68 A Which of the following is

correct about friction under

the same conditions?

Static friction appears when

an object is in motion.

Kinetic friction appears

when an object is at rest.

Kinetic friction is less than

static friction.

Static friction is the product

of coefficient of kinetic

friction and normal force.

C

141 68 A It is more difficult to start to

slide stationary block than a

sliding block, the reason is

the normal force of a rest

block is greater than the

moving block

the coefficient of static

friction is less than the

coefficient of kinetic friction

static friction is greater than

kinetic friction

the weight of rest block is

greater than the weight of

sliding block

C
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142 69 K Suppose the force of friction

between a body of mass m

and a horizontal surface is f

and the normal force FN.

What is the coefficient of

friction (μ) between the body

and the surface?

μ = f/FN μ = FN/f μ = fFN μ = f + FN A

143 69 A The figure below shows a

force F which acts on a body

of mass 40 kg. If the

frictional force that opposes

the motion is 200 N, what is

the coefficient of friction

between the surfaces? (take

g = 10 m/s
2
)

0.2 0.3 0.5 0.6 C

144 69 A A box is pulled by 500 N

force horizontally to move it

uniformly on a rough

surface. If the mass of the

box is 100 kg what is the

coefficient of friction (μ)

between the two surfaces?

(take g = 10 m/s
2
)

0.1 0.3 0.5 0.6 C

145 69 A A block of mass 4 kg is

being pulled along a board

horizontally with a constant

velocity; the coefficient of

friction between the two

surfaces is 0.2. What is the

frictional force that opposes

the motion?  (take g = 10

m/s
2
)

4 N 8 N 10 N 12 N B
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146 69 A The force of static friction

between a block of wood of

mass 4 kg and a table is

measured to be 28 N. What

is the coefficient of static

friction between the block

and the table? (use g = 10

m/s
2
)

0.35 0.4 0.7 1.4 C

147 69 A The force of static friction

between a block of wood of

mass 4 kg and a table is

measured to be 28 N. What

is the coefficient of static

friction between the block

and the table? (use g =

10m/s
2
)

0.35 0.4 0.7 1.4 C

148 69 A What will be the static

frictional force of a block

resting on a floor shown

below? (Take g = 10 m/s
2
)

4.4 N 11 N 44 N 110 N C

149 70 K Which one of the following

is different from the others?

Making the surface smooth Making the surface rough lubricating Rolling bodies B

150 70 A How does a normal force

affect the force of static or

kinetic friction?

Both static and kinetic

frictions decrease with

increase in normal force.

Both static and kinetic

frictions increase with

increase in normal force.

Frictional force is inversely

proportional to the normal

force.

The mass of an object does

not affect static or kinetic

friction.

B
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151 70 A The two wooden blocks

shown in the figure below

are placed on the same

surface. Why does the 10 kg

block have higher frictional

force?

Because a 10 kg block has

larger normal force than a 7

kg block.

Because a 10 kg block has

smaller normal force than a 7

kg block.

Because a 10 kg block has

larger volume than a 7 kg

block.

Because a 10 kg block has

smaller volume than a 7 kg

block.

A

152 70 A Which one of the following

conditions helps to move an

object on a level ground

easily?

Polish the contacting

surfaces

Slide it instead of rolling it Reduce the wetness of the

contacting surfaces

Increase the normal force by

adding mass

A

153 70 A Which one of the following

is used to decrease friction,

which one is it?

Increasing the mass placed

on the surface

Sliding a body on the

surface rather than rolling

Smoothing the contacting

surfaces

Pressing the contacting

objects together

C

154 71 K Which of the following is

NOT correct about frictional

force?

It causes wearing out

surfaces.

It causes walking possible on

roads.

It generates heat on parts of a

machine.

It has only advantage. D

155 71 K Which one of the following

is the disadvantage of

frictional force?

Friction wears out some

parts of machines.

Friction allows walking on

the surface.

Friction used to move the

car.

Friction used to stop car. A

156 71 K Which of the following is

the disadvantage of friction?

It enables people to run on

the ground.

It enables car to move and

turn on the street.

It enables people to write

with pen.

It enables heat to be

produced in most machines.

D

157 71 K Which of the following is

true about advantage of

friction?

It helps cars to turn on a

curve.

It helps to produce heat in

work.

It helps to produce sound. It helps the tires of a car to

be inflated.

A
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158 71 K Which of the following

options is true when a car

starts moving if there is no

friction between the tire of a

car and the road?

The wheels would rotate and

the car would move.

The wheels would rotate but

the car would NOT move.

The wheels would NOT

rotate but the car would

move.

The wheels would NOT

rotate and the car would

NOT move.

B

159 71 A In what way friction does

NOT helps us?

To walk properly on the

road

To climb on a tree To wear out of shoe-sole To attach two woods with

nail

C

160 71 A Which one of the following

is the disadvantage of

friction?

It is used for walking from

place to place.

It is used to attach wooden

block by nail.

It makes our cloth to wear

out

It helps a body to roll. C

161 72 K Which one of the following

is NOT method of reducing

friction?

Using rolling bodies instead

of sliding bodies

Removing roughness of

contacting surfaces

Increase the weight of the

body

Lubricating the contacting

surfaces

C

162 72 K Which one of the following

does NOT represent

methods of reducing

friction?

Lubricating surfaces Polishing surfaces Rolling bodies over surfaces Sliding bodies over surfaces D

163 72 K Which one of the following

activities used to reduce

friction while the car is

moving?

Speeding up the motion of

the car

Keeping the speed of the car

constant

Loading boxes into the car Unloading boxes from the

car

D

164 72 K Which of the following is

NOT the reducing

mechanism of friction?

Increasing roughness Lubricating Rolling bodies rather than

sliding

Smoothening the surface A

165 72 A Which one of the following

is NOT the method of

reducing friction?

Rolling Making the surface as

smooth as possible

Utilizing lubricants at the

joint parts

Increasing speed of the

moving parts

D
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1 73 K Four boys are lifting up

weights as shown in the

figure below. Which one

does maximum work?

B

2 73 K Which one of the following

is correct about work? It is

the product of force and

_____.

perpendicular distance parallel distance perpendicular speed parallel speed B

3 73 K In which of the following

activity is work said to be

done?

A boy who pushes a wall for

an hour.

A man who pulls a box 1 m

along the floor.

A woman carrying 50 kg teff

and stops for an hour.

A sports man who kicks a

table down repeatedly.

B

4 73 K In which of the following

situations, work is done?

Reading a book sitting on a

chair

Thinking to solve difficult

problem mentally

Holding a body of mass m

without moving

Lifting a body from the

ground

D

5 73 K The normal force (N), the

weight of the block (W) and

an applied force (F) are

indicated in the figure

shown. The block moves a

distance of S along a level

surface. Which one is the

work done on the block?

Work done = N / S Work done = N × S Work done = F / S Work done = F × S D

1
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6 73 K Suppose a box is pulled by a

force F along a level surface

through a distance S as

shown. Which one of the

following gives defining

equation of work?

W = Force × Distance W = Force × Displacement W = Force / displacement W = Force / Distance B

7 73 K Which is the definition of

work?

Work is a vector physical

quantity.

It is the product of force and

parallel displacement.

Work is done whenever

force is applied.

The man who carries the bag

and standing has done work.

B

8 73 K In which activity is work

said to be done?

A man carrying a block and

stands for an hour.

A girl pushing a chair 5 m

horizontally.

A boy pushing a wall for 5

minutes.

A sports man pushing a table

down for an hour.

B

9 73 A In which of the following

condition is work done?

10 N load kept on 50 m

height building.

Holding a 3 N block and

standing still

Carrying a bag to put on 5 m

height cupboard.

Pulling a box on the ground

and no motion is occurred

C

10 73 A Which of the following

option does NOT describe

work done on an object?

The applied force is

displacing the object.

The force and the

displacement of the object

are in parallel direction.

Work is done when the

applied force does NOT

displace the object.

The force and the

displacement of the object

are in opposite direction.

C

11 74 K Which one of the following

is equal to SI unit of work?
kg m/s

2
kg m

2
/s

2
kg m

3
/s

2
kg m

3
/s

3 B

2
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12 74 K Which one of the following

options is a unit of work?

Newton-second Newton-gram Newton-meter Newton/m C

13 74 K Which of the following units

belongs to work?
kg m/s

2 N/m kg m
2
/s

2
N/m

2 C

14 74 K Which one of the following

is equal to the SI unit of

work?

Joule × Meter Kilogram × Meter Newton × Meter Newton × Second C

15 74 K Which one of the following

can be the unit of work?

Newton × meter Newton × meter
2 Newton / meter Newton / meter

2 A

16 74 K Which of the following is

unit of work?

Newton × kilogram Newton × meter Meter × kilometer Kilogram × kilogram B

17 74 K Which one of the following

is equivalent to the SI unit of

work?

kg m/s
2

kg m
3
/s

2
kg m

2
/s

2
kg m

2
/s C

3
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18 75 K An object is pulled along a

horizontal ground by 25 N.

How much work does the

force do in pulling the object

4 m.

6.25 J 21 J 29 J 100 J D

19 75 K A boy pushed a box by a

force of 50 N through a

displacement of 10 m

without acceleration. How

much work is done by the

boy?

40 J 60 J 500 J 1000 J C

20 75 A How much vertical force is

required to lift a load

vertically to a height of 3 m,

if the work done is 600 J?

200 N 600 N 1200 N 1800 N A

21 75 A A box is pulled from point A

to point B as shown in figure

by a force of 10 N. If the

distance between the points

is 6 m, what is the work

done?

6 J 10 J 60 J 100 J C

4
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22 75 A A girl lifts a bag of mass 3

kg vertically to a height of 2

m. How much work is done

on the bag? (Use the

acceleration due to gravity g

= 10m/s
2
)

20 J 30 J 60 J 90 J C

23 75 A Salim pulls 10 kg box

through a height of 20 m

vertically upward. How

much work is done? (take g

= 10 m/s
2
)

40 J 100 J 200 J 2000 J D

24 75 A A force of 100 N is exerted

on a mass of 20 kg to

displace horizontally

through a distance of 5m.

How much work is done?

50 J 120 J 500 J 2000 J C

25 75 A In which of the following

situations is work done on a

body zero?

A boy lifting a box to a

certain height

A girl lowering a box from a

certain height

A man pushing a box

through a certain distance

A women kept moving

carrying a box on her head

D

5
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26 75 A When a boy pushed a box 5

m along a smooth horizontal

surface, he did 600 J work.

What is the force he applied

to do this much work?

120 N 595 N 605 N 3000 N A

27 75 A A man exerted 300 N force

to lift a sack of teff to load

on a truck. If the work done

by the man is 900 J, what is

the height of the truck bed?

3 m 6 m 12 m 27 m A

28 76 K Which one of the following

statements correctly defines

energy?

Energy is the power

developed by a body.

Energy is the capacity to do

work.

Energy is the force applied

on a body.

Energy is the force which is

applied on machines.

B

29 76 K The capacity to do work is: energy force power work A

30 76 K Which one of the following

is correct about energy? It is:

the ability to do work created or destroyed the rate of doing work a vector quantity A

31 76 K The capacity of a body to do

work is _____

energy force power pressure A

6
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32 76 K Which one of the following

is correct about energy?

It is a vector quantity. It is the capacity to do work. It is the product of mass and

length.

The SI unit of energy is

same as power.

B

33 76 K Which of the following is

the correct definition of

energy?

Energy is the capacity to do

work.

Energy is the rate of doing

work.

Energy = Force / Area Energy = Force × Time A

34 77 A A girl lifted up a box of 200

kg by 0.5 m. What is the

energy the girl expended in

lifting the box? (Use the

acceleration due to gravity g

= 10 m/s
2
)

100 J 200 J 500 J 1000 J D

35 77 A Sumeya and Meryem started

doing a certain work at the

same time and stopped

working at the same time.

The amount of work done by

Sumeya was higher than that

done by Meryem. Why this

happened?

Because Meryem transferred

more energy than Sumeya

does.

Because Sumeya transferred

more energy than Meryem

does.

Because they starts working

at the same time.

It cannot be determined. B

36 77 A Which one of the following

is correct about the

relationship between work

and energy?

They have the same SI units. Both are vector quantities. They have the same

expressions (formulas).

They have no magnitude and

no direction.

A

7
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37 77 A A boy did some work in

lifting a stone from the level

ground to a certain height.

What is the energy

transferred from the boy to

the stone?

Equal to the work Twice the work Three times the work Four times the work A

38 78 K An object is raised from the

ground, what type of energy

does the object possess due

to its position?

Kinetic energy Potential energy Solar energy Wind energy B

39 78 K The sun is a very hot object.

What are the two forms of

energy that arrive at the earth

from the sun?

Heat and light Heat and sound Chemical and heat Light and mechanical A

40 78 K A moving car along a level

surface has an energy called:

Chemical energy Electrical energy Kinetic energy Solar energy C

41 78 K Which form of energy is due

to the motion of a body?

Potential energy Electrical energy Kinetic energy Solar energy C

8
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42 79 K The energy possessed by a

body due to its motion is

called:

Heat energy Kinetic energy Sound energy Potential energy B

43 79 K Which one of the following

shows an example of kinetic

energy?

A ball suspended on tree A man running on the road An object placed on a cliff A stretched spring B

44 79 K The energy of a body due to

its motion is called _____

Chemical energy Heat energy Kinetic energy Potential energy C

45 79 K Which one of the following

has kinetic energy?

A child sitting on a chair and

laughing at his mother.

A woman standing on a road

and calling her friend.

A dog running behind a

moving car.

A car stopped in front of a

supermarket.

C

46 79 A What is the kinetic energy of

a truck of mass 1000 kg

moving at a speed of 3 m/s?

1003 J 3000 J 4500 J 9000 J C

47 80 K If Adane kicks a 200 g of

ball with a speed of 5 m/s,

what will be the kinetic

energy of the ball?

1 J 2.5 J 1000 J 2500 J B

9
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48 80 K A car of mass 'm' is moving

with a speed 'v' along a

straight line for a time 't'.

Which one of the following

formula is used to calculate

the energy of the car?

mgh mv
2 C

49 80 K A body of mass 5 kg is

moving with a constant

speed of 7 m/s. Its kinetic

energy is:

122.5 J 1750 J 12250 J 17500 J A

50 80 A The initial speed of a car

was 2 m/s. After a certain

time its speed was doubled.

What will happen to its

kinetic energy?

It remains constant. It will be halved. It will be doubled. It will increase by four

times.

D

51 80 A In what velocity does the 20

kg object have to move to

have the kinetic energy of

1000 J.

10 m/s 50 m/s 100 m/s 200 m/s A

52 80 A A certain car of mass "x" kg

is travelling at a speed of

"2y"m/s. what is its kinetic

energy?

(xy) Joule (xy
2
) Joule (2xy

2
) Joule (4xy

2
) Joule C

1

2
mv2

1

2
mv

10
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53 80 A Four cars of different mass

are moving for race with the

described speed. Which car

has the greatest kinetic

energy of all?

A B C D A

54 80 A From the figure a block of

10 kg mass is pushed and

accelerated from 10 m/s to

30 m/s. What is the work

done on the block?

200 J 220 J 4000 J 8000 J C

55 80 A A car of mass m is moving

with a speed 'v'. What will

be its kinetic energy, if this

speed is doubled?

2 times the original kinetic

energy

1/2 times the original kinetic

energy

4 times the original kinetic

energy

remain the same C

56 80 A An object that was moving

on a horizontal surface has

an initial kinetic energy of

600 J. If the speed of the

object is doubled what will

be its kinetic energy?

600 J 1200 J 1800 J 2400 J D

57 80 A Which one of the following

objects has less kinetic

energy?

A 100 kg motorcycle

moving at 2 m/s

A car of mass 400 kg

moving at 1m/s

A bird of mass 0.2 kg

moving at 40 m/s

A train of mass 800 kg

moving at 0.5 m/s

D

11
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58 81 K Potential energy is _____. An energy due to motion of

a body

An energy due to position of

a body

An energy due to the mass of

a body

a vector physical quantity

which depends on the

direction of motion.

B

59 81 K Gravitational potential

energy is related with

A speed of a body Temperature of a body Position of a body Shape of a body C

60 81 K If you place an object on the

top of high building, what

kind of energy does it

possess?

Potential energy Kinetic energy Heat energy Sound energy A

61 81 K The gravitational potential

energy of a body of mass 'm'

is due to its ______.

Area Position Speed Volume B

62 81 K The potential energy of a

body is

Energy due to the motion of

a body

Energy due to position or

configuration of a body

Energy due to the rotation of

a body about its axis

Energy due to the contact of

two surfaces

B

63 81 K If the ball is placed at the top

of a building, what kind of

energy can it possess?

Both potential and kinetic

energy

Kinetic energy Gravitational potential

energy

Elastic potential energy C

12
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64 81 A Which of the following

option is NOT CORRECT

about kinetic energy and

potential energy?

Potential energy is directly

proportional to the velocity

of the body.

Potential energy is directly

proportional to height.

Kinetic energy is directly

proportional to mass of the

body.

Kinetic energy is directly

proportional to square

velocity of the body.

A

65 82 K Potential energy is possessed

by one of the following

cases. Identify it.

A car moving in a horizontal

road

A concrete lifted by a crane

to a high building

A body resting on a level

ground

A ball kicked in a horizontal

ground

B

66 82 K A crane is used to lift a

concrete. How much energy

is expended to lift a concrete

of mass 220 kg to top of a

building 20 m high? (use g =

10 m/s
2
)

44 J 440 J 4400 J 44000 J D

67 82 K Which one of the following

is an example of

gravitational potential

energy?

A ball at the top of the table A boy moving with low

speed

A piece of fire wood burning A mobile phone discharging A

68 82 K Which one of the following

objects DOES NOT have

gravitational potential

energy?

A bottle on a surface of a

table

A stone on the roof of a

house

A ball on the level ground A fruit on a branch of a tree C

13
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69 82 K Which one of the following

object possesses

gravitational potential

energy?

Lifted masses Rotating wheels Moving cars Moving bicycle A

70 82 A The potential energy of a

man of mass 60 kg who

climbed up a tree 10 m

above the ground is

(Take g = 10 m/s
2
)

590 J 600 J 610 J 6000 J D

71 83 K Which of the following

bodies has greater potential

energy?

A body with mass 10 kg at a

height of 3 m.

A body with mass 10 kg

moving at a velocity of 8 m/s

on a horizontal level ground.

A body with mass 20 kg at a

height of 2 m.

A body with mass 20 kg

moving at a velocity of 8 m/s

on a horizontal level ground

D

72 83 K How high should one raise a

5 kg wood block to increase

its gravitational potential

energy by 250 J? (Take g =

10 m/s
2
)

0.2 m 5m 10 m 50 m B

73 83 A If a mass of 10 kg object is

lifted up vertically through a

height of 2 m, what is the

work done? (g = 10 m/s
2
)

20 J 50 J 100 J 200 J D

14
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74 83 A Rank in order, from largest

to smallest, the gravitational

potential energies of balls 1

to 4.

(GPE)3 > (GPE)2 > (GPE)4

> (GPE)1

(GPE)3 > (GPE)2 > (GPE)1

> (GPE)4

(GPE)3 > (GPE)2 = (GPE)4

> (GPE)1

(GPE)3 > (GPE)2 = (GPE)1

> (GPE)4

C

75 83 A How much potential energy

is possessed if an object of

20 kg placed on the top of

50 m high building? (Use

the acceleration due to

gravity g = 10 m/s
2
)

100 J 200 J 1000 J 10000 J D

76 83 A An eagle picks up a mouse

of 400 g to the height of 400

m from the ground. How

much potential energy does

the mouse have? (Use the

acceleration due to gravity g

= 10 m/s
2
)

5 J 160 J 1600 J 5000 J C

15
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77 83 A The gravitational potential

energy of an object is

increased by 56000 J when

it is lifted to the top of 100

m high hill. What was the

mass of the object? (Use the

acceleration due to gravity g

= 10 m/s
2
)

56 kg 560 kg 5600 kg 56000 kg A

78 83 A The potential energy of two

similar masses at a height of

3 m and 4 m respectively

from the ground is different.

What is the reason?

Because of their mass Because of their weight Because of their height Because of gravity C

79 84 K A pendulum of mass M is

suspended from a rigid body

and allowed to move back-

and-forth as shown in the

figure below. Which one of

the following statement is

true about the pendulum?

The potential energy at E is

at its maximum.

The potential energy is

possessed only at position D.

Both kinetic and potential

energies are possessed at

positions A & C

At position B, the kinetic

energy is at its maximum.

D
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80 84 A A ball is pressed down on a

spring and then released

from rest. The spring

launches the ball upward.

Identify and list the energy

changes that occur.

 EPE: Elastic Potential

energy

 KE:   Kinetic energy

 GPE: Gravitational

potential energy

EPE → KE → GPE GPE → EPE → KE EPE → GPE → KE KE → EPE → GPE A

81 84 A Consider the oscillating

simple pendulum shown. At

what point will the kinetic

energy maximum? (The bob

is released at point A)

At points A and C At point B At point D At point E B

82 84 A A pendulum swings back

and forth between point "A"

and "C" as in the diagram. If

air resistance is neglected

which one of the following

option is correct about

kinetic energy and potential

energy?

When the P.E. at "A" is at its

maximum, the K.E. at "A" is

also at its maximum.

When the K.E. at "B" is at

its maximum, the P.E. at "B"

is also at its maximum.

The K.E. at "B" is equal to

the P.E. at "C".

The P.E. at "C" is equal to

the K.E. at "C".

C

83 84 A Among the following

alternatives, one is TRUE

about a ball falling freely

from the top of a building.

Which one is it? Its _____.

potential energy at the top is

maximum

potential energy at the

middle is minimum

kinetic energy at the top is

maximum

kinetic energy at the middle

is minimum

A

17
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84 84 A Suppose you are making tea

by using a kerosene stove.

Which energy

transformation is expected?

Kinetic energy to potential

energy

Chemical energy to heat

energy

Heat energy to kinetic

energy

Potential energy to kinetic

energy

B

85 84 A A ball falling freely from a

high building has both

potential and kinetic energies

through its way to the

ground. What is the reason

the ball has only kinetic

energy as it strikes the

ground?

All the potential energy is

changed to kinetic energy.

All the potential energy is

destroyed.

The height of the ball is

different from zero.

The velocity of the ball is

zero just it strikes the

ground.

A

86 85 K A ball of mass m with initial

velocity is rolling from point

"A" through "B" to point

"C" as shown in the figure.

Which of the following is

NOT true about mechanical

energy of the system?

The M.E. at "A" is equal to

the K.E. at "B"

The M.E. at "C" is equal to

the K.E. at "B"

The M.E. at "C" is equal to

the P.E. at "B"

The M.E. at "C" is  equal to

the M.E. at "B"

C

18
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87 85 A A ball of mass m is dropped

from a tower of height "h1"

to the ground as shown in

the figure. Which of the

following is likely true about

the mechanical energy of the

ball?

The M.E. at "A" is equal to

the P.E. at "B".

The M.E. at "B" is equal to

the sum of P.E. at "B" and

the K.E. at "B".

The M.E. at "C" is NOT

equal to the K.E. at "C".

The M.E. at "C" is NOT

equal to the M.E. at "A".

B

88 85 A A stone of mass (m) is

released from a certain

height above the ground.

Which of the following is

the correct?

Its kinetic energy decreases. Its potential energy

increases.

Its potential energy remains

the same.

Its mechanical energy

remains constant.

D

89 85 A A pendulum swings starting

from point A to D as shown

in the figure below. Which

one is correct?

At point A, the bob has only

a kinetic energy.

At point B, the bob has only

potential energy.

The kinetic energy at B

transfers to both potential

and kinetic energies at C.

The kinetic energy at A

transfers to both potential

and kinetic energies at B.

C

90 85 A The law of conservation of

energy states:

Energy is neither created nor

destroyed.

Energy is created but not

destroyed.

Energy is destroyed but not

created.

Energy can be created and

destroyed.

A
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91 85 A An apple is dropped freely

from apple tree of height 9.8

m as shown in the figure.

What is the speed of the

apple just before it reaches

the ground? (Take: g = 10

m/s
2
)

9.8 m/s 14 m/s 18 m/s 20 m/s B

92 85 A In the following figure

shown at what letter the

body possesses the highest

kinetic energy?

at A at B at C at D B

93 86 K Which of the following is

the major energy conversion

that takes place in a

hydroelectric power

generator?

Electrical energy to

mechanical energy

Chemical energy to electrical

energy

Gravitational potential

energy to electrical energy

Electrical energy to kinetic

energy

C

94 86 K What type of energy is

obtained when water is

falling from a reservoir

above the ground due to its

motion?

Electrical energy Potential energy Kinetic energy Solar energy C
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95 86 K In a hydroelectric station

falling water is the source of

energy. How is energy

obtained from this falling

water?

The water transfers chemical

energy to the turbine.

The water transfers kinetic

energy to the turbine.

The water transfers heat

energy to the turbine.

The water transfers electric

energy to the turbine.

B

96 86 K The energy produced when

falling water hits the turbine

of a generator is called

_____.

Chemical energy Electrical energy Magnetic energy Potential energy B

97 87 K Which sources of energy are

more used in Ethiopia to

generate electricity?

Energy from water Energy from solar Energy from wind Energy from geothermal A

98 87 K Which of the following is

the main source of electric

energy in Ethiopia

nowadays?

Fuel Sun light Water Wind C

99 87 K Which of the following

drives solar energy (sun

energy) into electrical

energy?

Turbine Wind mill Photo cell Fire C
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100 87 K Which one of the following

is NOT used as a source of

energy to do useful work?

Fuel Wind Falling water Dead battery D

101 88 K Which one of the following

is the definition of power?

force applied / time taken work done / time taken force × time force / work B

102 88 K The SI unit of power is

_____

Newton Joule Pascal Watt D

103 88 K The rate of doing work is

_____

Energy Power Transformation Work B

104 88 K Which one of the following

statement is correct about

power? It is:

a capacity to do work the rate of doing work a means of transferring

energy

process of conserving energy B

105 88 K Which one of the following

is equal to the SI unit of

power?

Joule/meter Joule/second Watt/second Watt/hour B
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106 88 K Which one of the following

physical quantity defined the

rate of doing work?

Acceleration Energy Heat Power D

107 89 K A machine lifted 500 kg teff

to a height of 5 m in 10 s.

What is the power developed

by the machine? (Take the

acceleration due to gravity g

= 10 m/s
2
)

2000 W 2500 W 3000 W 3500 W B

108 89 K A loader lifts a 500 kg stone

at a height of 8 m in 2

seconds. The power

developed by the loader is

(take g = 10 m/s
2
)

5 kW 20 kW 40 kW 80 kW B

109 89 A A camel used energy of

10,000 Joule to pull a cart

up a slope for 100 seconds.

A horse has used 6,000

Joule in 50 seconds up to the

same slope. Which of them

is more powerful?

The camel The horse The same No power is used. B
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110 89 A A student weighing 600 N

climbs at constant speed to

the top of a 3 m vertical rope

in 10 s. The average power

expended by the student to

overcome gravity is:

180 W 200 W 1800 W 2000 W A

111 89 A If a car used up to 1,500 J of

energy in 5 seconds, what is

the power developed by the

car?

100 W 150 W 300 W 750 W C

112 89 A A body of mass 200 g falls

from a height of 10 m to the

ground within 10 seconds.

What is the rate of doing

work of the body? (Use the

acceleration due to gravity g

= 9.8 m/s
2
)

1.96 W 19.6 W 1960 W 19,600 W A

113 89 A What is the power developed

by the crane that lifts a 250

kg concrete to the top of a 20

m building in 8 seconds.

(use g = 10m/s
2
)

2000 watt 2500 watt 5000 watt 6250 watt D
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114 89 A Machine 'A' and 'B' lifted a

mass up to a certain height.

The table shows the mass,

height and time taken,

respectively. What are the

powers of machine 'A' and

'B'? (Take g = 10 m/s
2
)

160 W and 120 W 5000 W and 800 W 20,000 W and 18,000 W 24,000 W and 1500 W B

115 89 A A water pump lifts 150 liter

of water through a building

of vertical height 8m in 4

seconds. What is the power

of the pump? (mass of 1 liter

of water = 1kg, g = 10m/s
2
)

1500 W 3000 W 6000 W 12000 W B

116 89 A A machine lifted a 40 kg

block to a height of 60 m

building in 10 seconds.

Calculate the power

developed by the machine.

20 100 240 2400 D

117 89 A The following table shows

how four persons use their

electric iron labeled in watt

at different times. Which

person uses more electric

energy?

Dessie Getachew Hailu Nega D
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118 89 A Birtukan, Zemzem, Sisay

and Alemu raised a 30 kg

science kit box to a height of

3 m within 10 s, 16 s, 20 s,

and 30 s, respectively.

Which person's power is the

greatest?

Alemu Birtukan Sisay Zemzem B
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1 91 K Which one is NOT correct

about simple machine?

Machines help us to do work

easier.

Machines create energy to

help us.

Machines act as force

multipliers.

Machines act as speed

multipliers.

B

2 91 A If a machine raises a load to

height of 8 m when effort is

moved by 2m, which of the

following is true about this

machine?

distance multiplier force multiplier force and speed multiplier energy multiplier A

3 92 K Which one of the following

is the purpose of simple

machine?

Changing mass Increasing volume Multiplying energy Multiplying force D

4 92 K Which of the following is

NOT the purpose of

machine?

Changing direction of force Multiplying speed Multiplying force Multiplying both force and

speed

D

5 92 K Which of the following is

NOT the purpose of simple

machines?

To change direction To create energy To multiply force To multiply speed B

6 92 K Which of the following is

WRONG about simple

machines? Simple machines:

multiply energy multiply force multiply speed change direction A

1
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7 92 A Which of the following is

NOT the purpose of

machines?

It multiplies force It multiplies speed It changes the direction of

force

It creates energy D

8 92 A If a machine helps to lift big

load by applying small

effort. The machine is said to

be _____.

Distance multiplier Energy multiplier Force multiplier Speed multiplier C

9 92 A For what purpose do you use

a simple machine?

To multiply energy To change the shape of a

body

To change direction of force To decrease volume of a

body

C

10 92 A An effort of 30 N is applied

on a machine to raise a load

of 150 N. By how much is

the machine multiplied the

force?

3 5 7 9 B

11 92 A Which one of the following

statements is correct about

simple machines?

An inclined plane is speed

multiplier.

First order lever can be

speed or force multiplier.

A single fixed pulley is force

multiplier.

A single movable pulley is

direction changer.

B

12 92 A Which of the following

statements is WRONG

about machines? Machines:

multiply energy change direction of force multiply force multiply speed A

2
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13 92 A A machine is said to be a

force multiplier if:-

the force applied on the

machine is greater than load

the force applied on the

machine is less than the load

distance moved by the effort

is greater than distance

moved by the load

distance moved by the effort

is equal to distance moved

by the load

B

14 93 K Which one of the following

formulas is used to calculate

the mechanical advantage of

a machine?

C

15 93 K Which one of the following

defines the mechanical

advantage (M.A.) of a

machine?

C

16 93 K Efficiency (η) of a machine

in defined as:

B

17 93 K In which of the following is

the quantity defined

correctly?

MA is distance moved by

effort per the load.

VR is load per effort. Efficiency is MA per

velocity ratio.

VR is the ratio of efficiency

(η) to MA

C

Distance moved by effort

Distance moved by load

Effort

Load

Load

Effort

Work output

Work input

distance moved by effort

distance moved by load

useful work output

work output

load

effort

force applied

work done

Work input

Work output

Mechanical advantage

Velocity ratio

Distance moved by the effort

Distance moved by the load
Load

Effort

3
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18 94 K A simple machine of VR 5 is

used to raise a load of 200

N. The effort required is 50

N. Using this information,

Abebe calculated two

quantities and got 4 and 0.8.

What are these quantities

respectively?

MA and VR MA and efficiency VR and MA Efficiency and MA B

19 94 K If a load of 100N is lifted by

applying an effort of 20 N to

a machine. What is the

mechanical advantage of the

machine?

2.5 5 7.5 10 B

20 94 K A 7 m long lever is used to

balance a load of 120 N by a

force of 90 N. When the

fulcrum is located at a

distance of 3 m from the

load and 4 m from the effort,

what is the mechanical

advantage?

1.25 1.33 4 7 B

21 94 K A load of 450 N is moved by

applying an effort of 90 N to

a machine, what is the

mechanical advantage of the

machine?

2 3 4 5 D

4
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22 94 K A load of 50 N is lifted 20 m

height. If the effort is moved

40 m, what is the velocity

ratio of the machine?

0.5 1.25 2 2.5 C

23 94 K A load of 100 N is moved by

applying an effort of 10 N to

a machine. What is the

mechanical advantage of the

machine?

0.1 10 100 1000 B

24 94 K What effort should be

applied to move 100 N load

if the machine multiplies

force by 4?

0.04 N 25 N 104 N 400 N B

25 94 K The amount of energy which

the machine transfer or

change to the output work

refers to the _____.

Input work Effort Fulcrum Load A

26 94 A A simple machine has an

efficiency of 0.75 and

velocity ratio (VR) of 12.

Calculate the mechanical

advantage.

9 75 900 1200 A

5
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27 94 A A man raised a box by

means of a lever 5 m long. If

the fulcrum is 1 m from the

end that is in contact with

the box, what is the velocity

ratio: VR (ideal mechanical

advantage: IMA)?

4 5 6 7 A

28 94 A A machine used 50 N effort

through a distance of 8 m in

order to lift a load of 100 N

through a distance of 4 m.

What is the efficiency of the

machine?

70% 80% 90% 100% D

29 94 A A load of 400 N moved by

applying an effort of 100 N

applied to a machine. What

is the mechanical advantage

of the machine?

0.25 0.30 4 5 C

30 94 A The table below shows four

levers with the value of the

load, the effort, the distance

of the load, and the distance

of the effort from the

fulcrum. Which lever has the

least efficiency?

1 2 3 4 C

6
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31 94 A A load of 200 N is lifted by

applying a force of 80 N on

the lever. The load is 10 cm

and the effort is 40 cm from

the fulcrum. What will be

the efficiency of the lever?

62.5% 72.5% 82.5% 92.5% A

32 94 A Based on the table below,

calculate mechanical

advantage, velocity ratio and

efficiency of the machine,

respectively?

0.67, 0.4, 59.7% 1.5, 2.5, 60% 1.6, 1, 62.5% 1.67, 1.5, 89.8% B

33 94 A A certain machine is used to

lift a load of 300 N when an

effort of 60 N is applied to

the machine. The load is

raised by 1m and the effort is

moved by 6 m. What is the

wastage energy?

30 J 60 J 120J 240 J B

34 94 A The lever shown in the

figure is used to move the

load from position A to

position B. What is the

velocity ratio of the lever?

Assume that there is no

friction and the efficiency is

equal to 1.

0.05 0.5 2 3 C

7
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35 94 A Referring to figure below

find the velocity ratio (V.R.)

of the machine.

0.5 0.9 1.8 2 D

36 95 K In a lever effort-arm is the

distance between:

Effort and fulcrum Effort and load Load and fulcrum Load and ground A

37 95 K A lever is rigid bar of wood

or metal that is free to turn

about a point. What is the

point called?

Effort Fulcrum Load Load arm B

38 95 K In the following lever

diagram, load, fulcrum and

effort are represented. Which

of the options are correctly

sequenced?

1, 2, 3 1, 3, 2 2, 1, 3 2, 3, 1 A

39 96 K In the diagram, which one is

the correct formula for

velocity ratio of the simple

machine?

C
V.R. =

𝑐

𝑎
V.R. =

𝑎

𝑏
V.R. =

𝑐

𝑏 V.R. =
𝑏

𝑐

8
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40 96 K You measure the length and

height of an inclined plane

and you got 6 m and 2 m

respectively as shown in the

figure. What is the velocity

ratio of the inclined plane?

2 3 4 6 B

41 96 K Based on the figure,

calculate the velocity ratio of

the inclined plane?

1.5 1.8 2 3 D

42 96 K In the figure shown, the

length of the plane is 5 m

and height is 1 m. What will

be the velocity ratio of the

inclined plane?

0.2 4 5 6 C

43 96 K In the figure below, the

length of the inclined plane

is 3.5 m and its height is 1

m. What is the velocity ratio

of the inclined plane?

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.5 D

9
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44 96 A Suppose a man is pushing a

block along an inclined

plane of length 10 m to a

height of 5 m. Assuming that

the surface between the

block and the inclined plane

is frictionless, what is the

velocity ratio (V.R.) of the

machine?

0.15 0.5 2 5 C

45 97 A What is the velocity ratio of

the following pulley?

1 2 3 4 D

46 97 A Consider a single movable

pulley shown below. What is

the VR of this single

movable pulley?

1 2 3 4 B

10
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47 97 A Abebe uses one fixed and

two movable pulleys to lift a

load as shown. How much is

the velocity ratio (VR) of

this machine?

2 3 4 5 C

48 97 A What is the velocity ratio of

given diagram?

1 2 3 4 B

49 97 A What is the VR of the pulley

system shown in the figure?

1 2 3 4 B

11
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50 97 A Why is the velocity ratio of a

single fixed pulley equal to

1?

The distance moved by the

effort equals distance moved

by the load.

Distance moved by the effort

is smaller than distance

moved by the load.

Distance moved by the effort

is larger than distance moved

by the load.

Distance moved by the effort

is half of the distance moved

by the load.

A

51 97 A What is the velocity ratio

(VR) of the pulley system

shown below (the lower

pulleys are movable)?

1 2 3 4 D

52 98 K Which one of the following

statements is correct about

effort or load or fulcrum?

Load is a force exerted on a

lever.

Effort is force exerted on a

machine.

Fulcrum is a point at which

force is exerted by a lever.

Load is energy put into the

machine.

B

53 98 K The force exerted on a

machine is _____.

Effort Fulcrum Load Pivot A

54 98 K Which of the following

diagram represents second

order lever?

C

12
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55 98 K Suppose you applied a force

on a machine, the machine

also exerts a force on a body.

Which of the following force

is exerted by the machine on

the body?

Effort Load Mass Power B

56 99 K Which one of the following

devices is NOT a simple

machine?

lever pulley inclined plane bicycle D

57 99 K Which of the following

diagram shows a second

order lever?

D

58 99 K From the following simple

machines which is a screw?

A

59 99 K The rigid bar of metal that is

free to turn about the

supporting point is called

inclined plane lever pulley screw B
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60 99 K Which one of the following

is NOT a simple machine?

Book Scissors Spade Wheel barrow A

61 99 K Which one of the following

consists of lists of simple

machines?

Lever, pulley, effort Lever, pulley, screw Wedge, screw, load Inclined plane, wheel and

axle, bulldozer

B

62 99 K Which one of the following

arrangements represents a

single fixed pulley?

B

63 99 K Which of the following is

NOT a type of simple

machine?

Bicycle Lever Screw Wedge A

64 99 K Which of the following list

is NOT simple machine?

Pulley, screw Wedge, screw Screw, wheel and axle Generator, motor D

65 100 K Which one of the following

figures shows a lever?

A

14
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66 100 K Which one of the following

materials is a lever?

D

67 101 K Which of the following is

CORRECT about torque?

It is defined as force

multiplied by perpendicular

distance.

It is defined as perpendicular

distance per unit force

It is defined as force per unit

perpendicular distance

It is defined as force times

perpendicular distance

square

A

68 101 K Which one of the following

is NOT correct about

torque?

It measures the effectiveness

of force in turning an object

about a given axis.

It is the effect of a force to

turn things around.

It is the product of force and

perpendicular distance.

It is a scalar physical

quantity with magnitude

only.

D

69 101 K Which one of the following

is true about torque?

It is the effect of force to

turn things round.

Torque is scalar physical

quantity.

It has only magnitude but no

direction.

The direction of torque is

only clockwise.

A

70 101 K In the diagram shown, the

clockwise and anticlockwise

torque of the lever

consecutively are

16 N・m and 44 N・m 44 N・m and 16 N・m 60 N・m and 160 N・m 160 N・m and 60 N・m C
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71 101 A Four forces are acting on a

body as shown in the figure.

Which one of the forces

acted on the body has zero

torque about the indicated

pivot point?

F1 F2 F3 F4 B

72 101 A Torque is a vector quantity.

Why? Because:

It has magnitude. It has direction. It has direction and

magnitude.

Torque is the product of

distance and mass.

C

73 101 A The diagram below shows a

boy sitting on the right hand

end of a see-saw. His weight

causes the see-saw to topple.

This phenomena is due to

Energy Power Torque Work C

74 101 A Which of the following

simple machines applies

torque during multiplying

force?

Inclined plane Lever Single fixed pulley Wedge B

75 102 K Which one is the effect of

torque?

A sliding block on rough

surface.

Weight of a man sitting on a

chair.

An opening of the door. A man who walks on a level

street.

C

76 102 K Which one of the following

is the effect of torque?

A ball falling vertically

downwards

A door opening and closing An object sliding down an

inclined plane

A car moving in a straight

road

B
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77 102 K Which one of the following

physical quantities has a

turning effect?

Energy Force Power Torque D

78 102 K In the diagram below load

(L) is placed at the left hand

of a uniform rod, the effort

(E) at the right hand and the

fulcrum (F) at the center.

What would happen if the

effort is greater than the

load?

The lever rotates clockwise

about its center as there is

unbalanced torque.

The system will remain

stable.

The load and the effort

produce equal and opposite

torques.

L and E can have equal

torques if F is located at a

point between L and E.

A

79 102 K A force is applied on a body.

In which one of the

following do you observe

torque?

The force deformed the body The force accelerated the

body

The force turned the body The force changed the shape

of the body

C

80 102 A Body x and body y weighed

20 N and 40 N respectively.

Which diagram shows the

best way to balance x and y?

D
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1 103 K Which one of the

following physical

quantity is defined as the

measure of hotness or

coldness of a body?

Energy Heat Temperature Work C

2 103 K Which of the following best

defines temperature?

Temperature is

another meaning of heat in

gases

the degree of hotness of

liquids at sea level

the measure of amount of

heat

the degree of hotness or

coldness

D

3 103 K Temperature is a measure of

the _____.

total kinetic energy of the

molecules

average kinetic energy of the

molecules

total kinetic and potential

energy of molecules

total potential energy of

molecules

B

4 103 K Temperature is a measure of

_____ of particles of a body.

heat energy kinetic and potential energy average kinetic energy density C

5 103 K The degree of hotness or

coldness of a body is known

as _____.

cooling heat heating temperature D

6 103 K Which one of the following

defines temperature?

It is a measure of average

kinetic energy of the

particles of a body.

It is a measure of average

potential energy of a body.

It is the sum of average

kinetic and potential energy

of a body.

It is a measure of total

kinetic energy of all particles

in a substance.

A

7 103 K The measure of hotness or

coldness of a body is called

_____.

Energy Heat Power Temperature D

1
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8 103 K Which of the following

statements correctly

describes temperature? It is:

Energy to change state of a

body

Average kinetic energy of

particles in a body

Kind of energy in any body Extensive property of a body B

9 103 K The measure of hotness or

coldness of a body is called

_____.

heat heat capacity specific heat capacity temperature D

10 103 K Which statement is true

about temperature? It is:

NOT intensive property. extensive property fundamental quantity. derived physical quantity. C

11 104 K Which one of the following

statements is correct about

temperature?

It depends on the size of a

body.

It is total energy transferred

from one body to another.

It is the measure of average

kinetic energy of particles in

the substance.

It is the quantity of heat

gained by a body.

C

12 104 K Which of the following

correctly describes

temperature?

It is the measure of

compactness of particles.

It is the measure of number

of particles.

It is the measure of average

kinetic energy of the particle.

It is the measure of volume

of a body.

C

13 104 K Which one of the following

physical quantities describes

the measure of average

kinetic energy of particles?

Density Heat Pressure Temperature D
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14 104 K The measure of the average

kinetic energy of the

particles of a body is called

_____.

Heat Power Pressure Temperature D

15 104 K A body having particles with

large kinetic energy will

have _____.

High temperature More heat Low temperature Less heat A

16 104 K Which physical quantity is

defined as the measure of

average molecular kinetic

energy of particles?

Energy Heat Pressure Temperature D

17 104 K Temperature is the measure

of

the amount of heat gained average kinetic energy of

particles

brightness of a body expansion due to heat B

18 104 K The average kinetic energy

of particles of a body can be

measured by its

density mass temperature weight C

19 104 K The measure of average

kinetic energy of the

particles of a substance is

_____.

Force Heat Pressure Temperature D
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20 104 K Which one of the following

is defined as the measure of

the average kinetic energy of

particles?

Cooling Heat Temperature Pressure C

21 104 K The average molecular

kinetic energy of particles is

directly proportional to

Change of state Heat Specific heat capacity Temperature D

22 104 K A body of particles with less

average kinetic energy has

_____.

low temperature high temperature no temperature both high and low

temperature

A

23 105 K Which one of the following

instruments is used to

measure the temperature of a

body?

Anemometer Barometer Hydrometer Thermometer D

24 105 K What is the instrument

which is used to measure

temperature?

Anemometer Newton meter Thermometer Voltmeter C

25 105 K What is there inside a

clinical thermometer?

Water Mercury Alcohol Oil B

26 105 K Which one of the following

is a measuring device of

temperature?

Celsius Fahrenheit Kelvin Thermometer D
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27 105 K Thermometer is used to

measure _____.

Acceleration Heat energy Pressure Temperature D

28 105 K Which one of the following

devices is used to measure

temperature?

Anemometer Barometer Rain gauge Thermometer D

29 105 K What device do you use to

measure temperature?

Anemometer Barometer Rain gauge Thermometer D

30 105 K The device that is used to

measure temperature is

Ammeter Anemometer Hydrometer Thermometer D

31 105 K Thermometer is a device that

measures

heat energy temperature area expansion moisture B

32 105 K Temperature is measured by

an instrument called _____.

Ammeter Galvanometer Thermometer Voltmeter C
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33 105 K Grade 8 students have

ammeter, barometer,

manometer and thermometer

in their physics laboratory. If

they want to measure

temperature which device

should they use?

Ammeter Barometer Manometer Thermometer D

34 105 K Which one of the followings

CANNOT be a measuring

device of temperature?

Alcohol thermometer Clinical thermometer Mercury thermometer Manometer D

35 105 K Thermometer is a device

used to measure _____.

Heat Kinetic energy Pressure Temperature D

36 105 K The device used to measure

temperature is called _____.

Ammeter Manometer Newton meter Thermometer D

37 106 K What is the SI unit of

temperature?

Degree Celsius (°C) Degree Fahrenheit (°F) Joule (J) Kelvin (K) D

38 106 K The SI unit of temperature is

_____.

Degree Celsius Degree centigrade Degree Fahrenheit Kelvin D

39 106 K What is the SI unit of

temperature?

Kelvin Degree Celsius Degree Fahrenheit Degree Rankine A
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40 106 K The SI unit of temperature is

_____.

Centigrade (°C) Fahrenheit (°F) Kelvin (K) Rankine (°R) C

41 106 K The SI unit of temperature

is?

Centigrade Fahrenheit Joule Kelvin D

42 106 K Which one of the following

is the SI unit of temperature?

Centigrade Fahrenheit Joule Kelvin D

43 106 K Abubeker, Meryem and

Sumeya measured the

temperature of their class

rooms and reported their

measurements to be 25 °C,

77 °F　and 298 K,

respectively. Who reported

the temperature of his/her

class with its SI unit?

Abubeker Meryem Sumeya Abubeker and Sumeya C

44 106 K Which one of the following

is the SI unit of temperature?

Centigrade Celsius Fahrenheit Kelvin D

45 106 K The SI unit of temperature

is?

Degree centigrade Calories Degree Fahrenheit Kelvin D

46 106 K The SI unit of temperature is °C °F K Torr C
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47 106 K In which one of the

following is a physical

quantity and its SI unit

matched correctly?

Force – Watt Heat – Newton Pressure – Joule Temperature – Kelvin D

48 106 K The SI unit of temperature is

_____

Degree Celsius Degree Fahrenheit Kelvin Rankine C

49 106 K Kelvin is the SI unit of

_____.

Heat Pressure Specific heat capacity Temperature D

50 106 K Which row in the table

indicates temperature with

its SI unit?

1 2 3 4 D

51 106 K What is the SI unit of

temperature?

Degree Celsius Degree Fahrenheit Kelvin Thermometer C

52 106 K Which is the SI unit of

temperature?

Fahrenheit Kelvin Celsius Rankine B

53 106 K Which one of the following

is the SI unit of temperature?

Celsius Fahrenheit Joule Kelvin D
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54 106 K Which one of the following

is NOT the unit of

temperature?

Degree Celsius Degree Fahrenheit Joule Kelvin C

55 106 K Which one is the SI unit of

temperature?

Celsius Fahrenheit Kelvin Absolute zero C

56 107 K Which one of the following

is NOT a temperature scale?

Kelvin Celsius Calorie Fahrenheit C

57 107 K In the table below, which

one of the alternatives has

the correct lower fixed point

and upper fixed point?

A

58 107 K Which one of the following

is NOT a temperature scale?

Celsius Evaporation Fahrenheit Kelvin B

59 107 K Which one of the following

is different from the other?

Celsius Calories Fahrenheit Kelvin B

60 107 K Which set of words contains

all the three temperature

scales?

Celsius, Kelvin and Joule Fahrenheit, Kelvin and heat Celsius, Fahrenheit and

Kelvin

Fahrenheit, Kelvin and

Temperature

C
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61 107 K The difference between

melting point of ice and

boiling point of water of a

certain temperature scale is

100. What is the temperature

scale?

Fahrenheit Celsius Kelvin B and C are correct D

62 107 K Which set of following

correctly shows the boiling

point of water with the

corresponding three

temperature scales?

0 °C, 32 °F and 273 K −173 °C, −280 °F and 100

K

100 °C, 212 °F and 373 K 56.7 °C, 134 °F and 330 K C

63 107 K The average human body

temperature is 37 °C. What

is the temperature of the

human body in Fahrenheit

scale?

50.6 °F 69.4 °F 98.6 °F 99.4 °F C

64 107 K Which one of the following

is NOT a temperature scale?

Celsius Fahrenheit Kelvin Thermometer D

65 107 K Which of the following lists

indicate temperature scale?

Centigrade, Fahrenheit,

Kelvin

Cold, Temperature, Kelvin Heat, Temperature, Kelvin Centigrade, Heat, Kelvin A

66 107 K Which one of the following

sets consists of temperature

scales only?

Kelvin, Ammeter,

Fahrenheit

Fahrenheit, Celsius,

Ammeter

Celsius, Fahrenheit,

Manometer

Celsius, Fahrenheit, Kelvin D

67 107 K Which one of the following

temperature scale is used for

the scientific experiment?

The Celsius scale The Centigrade scale The Fahrenheit scale The Kelvin scale D
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68 107 A Which one of the following

group of scales holds the

three temperature scales?

Pascal, Newton, Fahrenheit Pascal, Celsius, Ampere Fahrenheit, Celsius, Kelvin Kelvin, Volt, Mole C

69 107 A Which one of the following

is correct about reading of a

temperature?

The boiling point of water is

373 °F.

The melting point of ice is

32 °F.

The boiling point of water is

100 K.

The melting point of ice is 0

°F.

B

70 107 A What is the ice point in

Celsius, Fahrenheit and

Kelvin scales respectively?

100 °C, 212 °F, 373 K 0 °C, 32 °F, 373 K 0 °C, 32 °F, 273 K 0 °C, 32 K, 273 °C C

71 108 K From the figure shown

below, which direction is the

correct position to take the

exact reading of the

temperature from the

thermometer?

1 2 3 4 C

72 108 A What is the temperature

reading of the thermometer

shown in the figure?

12 °C 14 °C 16 °C 18 °C C
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73 108 A Which of the following

diagrams shows accurate

way of temperature reading

on a thermometer?

C

74 108 A A thermometer reads the

normal body temperature of

a woman. What is the

corresponding reading in

Fahrenheit scale?

37.6 58.6 68.6 98.6 D

75 108 A A thermometer in Celsius

scale reading for boiling

point of water is shown

below. What is the

corresponding reading on the

kelvin scale?

273 373 −373 0 B

76 108 A Which of these liquid-in-

glass thermometer has the

greatest range

B

77 108 A On a hot day, which

temperature scale shows the

greatest number?

The Fahrenheit scale The Kelvin scale The Celsius scale All scales read the same. B
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78 108 A A pan of water is heated

from 25 °C to 80 °C. What

is the change in temperature

reading in kelvin scale?

−328 K 55 K 218 K 328 K B

79 108 A A student wants to measure

his body temperature using a

thermometer as shown. At

what point should he take

the reading in order to know

his body temperature.

1 2 3 4 C

80 108 A What is the reading on the

thermometer shown?

40 °C 20 °C −20 °C −40 °C A

81 108 A In order to read the exact

value of a thermometer we

have to handle the

thermometer at

its top its middle its bottom any place A
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82 108 A Four thermometers in four

different cities read different

temperatures. Which city has

the highest temperature?

A

83 109 A At what point do the

temperature in Celsius and

temperature in Fahrenheit

read the same magnitude?

55.6 40 −40 −55.6 C

84 109 A At a certain temperature both

Celsius and Fahrenheit

scales indicate the same

value. What is the value?

−16 −32 −40 −100 C

85 109 A How much kelvin is 20 °C

temperature?

253 K 273 K 293 K 393 K C

86 109 A A grade 7 physics teacher

asks the students to measure

the temperature of the

classroom. And they get 20 °

C. The temperature of the

classroom in Fahrenheit is

32 36 68 72 C
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87 109 A What is the freezing point of

water?

273 °C −273 K 273 °F 273 K D

88 109 A What is the room

temperature in Kelvin?

273 K 293 K 303 K 313 K B

89 109 A At what temperature do the

Fahrenheit and Celsius

scales read the same value?

40 °C, 40 °F −40 °C, 40 °F −40 °C, −40 °F 40 °C, −40 °F C

90 109 A What is the temperature

reading in Fahrenheit scale

when the reading is 60 °C?

134 °F 136 °F 138 °F 140 °F D

91 109 A What is the temperature

reading in kelvin scale when

the reading is 75 °C?

333 K 335 K 348 K 350 K C

92 109 A What is the temperature

reading in kelvin scale, if the

reading in Celsius scale is 70

°C?

333 K 343 K 353 K 363 K B

93 109 A The temperature of an object

is 40 °C. What is this

temperature in Fahrenheit

scale?

72 °F 84 °F 96 °F 104 °F D
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94 109 A What is the temperature

reading in Celsius scale

when the reading is 310 K?

35 °C 37 °C 39 °C 41 °C B

95 109 A If you are asked to convert a

temperature given in

Fahrenheit scale to kelvin

scale. Which of the

following steps should you

apply?

A

96 110 K Ahmedin measured the

temperature of his classroom

and found it to be 25 °C.

What is the temperature of

his room in Fahrenheit

scale?

45 °F 57 °F 77 °F 298 °F C

97 110 K The reading of thermometer

is 86 °F. Convert this

reading into Celsius scale

reading.

15 °C 30 °C 40 °C 86 °C B

98 110 K What is the temperature

reading in Fahrenheit scale

when reading in Celsius

scale is 80 °C?

48 °F 76.4 °F 112 °F 176 °F D

99 110 K The temperature reading on

kelvin scale is 273 K. What

is this reading on the Celsius

scale?

0 °C 32 °C 273 °C 546 °C A

TC =
5

9
(TF − 32)

then
TK = TC + 273

TC =
5

9
(TF − 32)

then
TC = TK + 273

TF =
9

5
TC + 32

then
TK = TC + 273

TF =
9

5
TC + 32

then
TC = TK − 273
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100 110 A Average temperature of a

day in Addis Ababa city was

measured and it is found to

be 77 °F. What is this

temperature when it is

described in kelvin scale?

280 298 303 315 B

101 110 A 104 °F is equal to 32 °C 40 °C 169 °C 377 °C B

102 110 A Convert 100 °C into °F. 180 °F 212 °F 270 °F 373 °F B

103 110 A The reading of a

thermometer is −40 °C.

What is this reading in

Fahrenheit scale?

−80 °F −40 °F 40 °F 80 °F B

104 110 A The reading of a

thermometer is 68 °F.

Convert this into at Celsius

reading.

20 °C 30 °C 68 °C 86 °C A

105 110 A What is the temperature in

Fahrenheit scale of a room

with 20 °C?

−43 °F 36 °F 52 °F 68 °F D

106 110 A Which one of the following

sets of temperatures are

equivalent?

50 °F, 10 °C, 283 K 68 °F, 20 °C, 341 K 86 °F, 30 °C, 187 K 113 °F, 45 °C, 228 K A

107 110 A Convert 273 K into °F. 0 °F 32 °F 100 °F 212 °F B
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108 110 A Which one of the following

options is NOT a correct

conversion of temperature in

a table below?

C

109 110 A What is 5 °F in kelvin? 15 K 258 K 273 K 288 K B

110 110 A A certain gas changes into

liquid at 40 kelvin. What is

this temperature in degree

Celsius?

−313 −233 233 313 B

111 110 A What is the temperature in

Celsius scale if the reading

in Fahrenheit scale is zero?

−57.6 °C −17.8 °C 17.8 °C 57.6 °C B

112 110 A Three students Ayalew,

Debela and Chaltu use

Celsius, Fahrenheit and

Kelvin scales to measure the

temperature of three bodies

(A, B and C) respectively

and the readings are shown

in the table. Which one of

the following is true about

the temperature of the three

bodies?

Body 'A' has the lowest

temperature.

Body 'B' has intermediate

temperature among them.

Body 'C' has the highest

temperature.

All bodies are at the same

temperature.

D
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113 110 A The temperature of a room is

25 °C. What is the

temperature of the room in

Fahrenheit and Kelvin scales

respectively?

13 °F, 298 K 45.9 °F, −248 K 77 °F, −248 K 77 °F, 298 K D

114 110 A If the reading of the

Fahrenheit scale is −40 °F,

what is the reading in the

Kelvin scale?

−40 K 0 K 233 K 273 K C

115 110 A The reading of a Fahrenheit

scale in measuring a

temperature of an ice is −58

°F. What is this reading in

the Celsius scale?

−58 °C −50 °C 0 29 °C B

116 110 A What is the temperature

reading in Celsius scale

when the reading in

Fahrenheit scale is 32 °F?

0 °C 32 °C 64 °C 160 °C A

117 111 K Which one of the following

statements is NOT true

about heat or/and

temperature?

Heat is a form of energy. Heat is a measure of the

average molecules energy of

a particle.

Heat flows from one body to

another as a result of

temperature difference.

Temperature determines the

direction of heat flow.

B

118 111 K When two bodies of

different temperature are in

contact, heat will ____.

flow from low to high

temperature body

flow from high to low

temperature body

never flow at all be transferred to light B
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119 111 K When 0.5 kg of hot water

and 0.5 kg of cold water are

mixed in a container, we will

get warm water. This is

because

heat energy is transferred

from hot water to cold water.

heat energy is transferred

from cold water to hot water.

heat energy is created. heat energy is destroyed. A

120 111 K Which one of the following

determines the direction of

heat flow?

Specific heat capacity Quantity of heat Heat capacity Temperature D

121 111 K Heat flows from ____. cold body to hot body high temperature to low

temperature

low temperature to high

temperature

equal temperature body

toward each other

B

122 111 K Heat does NOT flow

between two objects by

conduction if

the two objects are in

thermal contact

the two objects are at

different temperatures

the medium between them is

conductor of heat

they are NO in physical

contact

D

123 111 K The SI unit of heat energy is

_____.

Calorie Horse power Joule Kilojoule C

124 111 K Which one of the following

is NOT correct about heat?

It is

energy in transit one form of energy energy contained in a body measured in Joule C

125 111 K Heat is a form of energy that

can be transferred from one

body to another due to

difference in _____.

density position temperature volume C
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126 111 A Which arrow shows the

correct direction of heat flow

between the two bodies A

and B?

A

127 112 K Which one of the following

statements is INCORRECT

about heat and temperature?

Heat is the energy

transferred from a hotter to a

colder body.

There is no heat transfer

between two bodies at the

same temperature.

Heat and temperature are

derived physical quantities.

Heat and temperature are

scalar quantities.

C

128 112 K A measure of the average

kinetic energy of the

particles in a substance is

called

Temperature Heat Energy Power A

129 112 K Which one of the following

statement is CORRECT

about temperature?

Temperature determines

direction of heat flow.

Temperature has the same

meaning as heat.

Temperature is derived

physical quantity.

The SI unit of temperature is

Degree Fahrenheit.

A

130 112 K Which of the following is

correct about heat and

temperature?

Both heat and temperature

are the same.

Heat flow occurs between

two bodies if there is

difference in temperature.

Both temperature and heat

depends on mass.

Both heat and temperature

are derived quantities.

B

131 112 K Which one of the following

is TRUE about heat and

temperature?

Heat is the measure of

average kinetic energy while

temperature is a form of

energy.

Heat is the measure of

hotness or coldness while

temperature is a form of

energy.

Heat is a form of energy

while temperature is the

measure of hotness or

coldness.

Both heat and temperature

are forms of energy.

C

132 112 K Which of the following is

true about heat and

temperature?

Heat is energy but

temperature is NOT.

Heat is basic quantity but

temperature is NOT.

Heat and temperature are

NOT transferable.

Heat is measured in kelvin

and temperature in joule.

A
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133 112 A Identify false statement

about heat and temperature.

Temperature and heat are the

same.

Temperature and heat are

different.

Heat does NOT measure

temperature.

Heat and temperature have

different units.

A

134 112 A If you immerse your right

hand in cool water and left

hand into warm water. In

this both case you feel cold

in right hand and feel hot in

left hand. This phenomena

describes

boiling point heat capacity heat quantity temperature D

135 112 A In which one of the

following containers

containing water, more heat

is absorbed?

D

136 112 A Distinguish the correct

statement about heat and/or

temperature.

Both temperature and heat

are forms of energy.

Temperature is the measure

of average molecular kinetic

energy.

Temperature and heat have

the same SI unit.

Temperature and heat are the

same at all.

B

137 112 A What is the difference

between temperature and

heat?

Change of state is an effect

of temperature whereas heat

is hotness and coldness of a

substance.

At a boiling point of a

liquid, temperature is

changed but heat energy

remains constant.

Heat is a scalar physical

quantity whereas

temperature is a vector

physical quantity.

Heat is a form of energy

whereas temperature is the

measure of the average

kinetic energy of particles of

a substance.

D
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138 112 A When you touch a hotter

body by a clinical

thermometer, the mercury

liquid in it rises up the

vacuum tube. Then which of

the following statements is

WRONG about the reason

why this occurs?

Kinetic energy of the

mercury atoms increased.

The temperature of the

mercury increased.

Heat is transferred from the

hotter body to the

thermometer.

No change in the

temperature of the mercury

in the thermometer.

D

139 112 A The following objects are

made up of the same

substances. If the number of

particles of 'B' is twice of the

number of particles of 'A'

and if they undergo the same

change in temperature, then

the heat energy lost or

gained

by 'A' is greater than 'B' by 'B' is greater than 'A' by 'A' and 'B' is equal does not depend on number

of particles

B

140 112 A Based on the table, which

statement is CORRECT

about heat and temperature?

1, 2 1, 3 1, 4 4 B

141 113 K Which one of the following

is NOT a source of heat?

Fire Lit candle Sun Wire D

142 113 K Which one of the following

is NOT a source of heat

energy?

Charcoal Moon Sun Wood B
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143 113 K Which one of the following

is a source of heat?

Atmosphere Earth Moon Sun D

144 113 K Which one of the following

is the main source of heat for

earth?

Charcoal Petroleum fuel Sun Wood C

145 113 K What is the source of energy

for most automobiles in our

country?

Charcoal Petroleum fuel Sun Wood B

146 113 K Which one of the following

uses as source of heat

energy?

Moon Planet Soil Sun D

147 114 K What effect does heating

have on the movement of gas

molecules?

It makes the molecules

stable.

It makes molecules quicker. It can make molecules to be

slower.

It make molecules to attract

each other.

B

148 114 K When the temperature of a

thin metal rod increases, its

length also increases. This

implies:

The change in length is

inversely proportional to the

change in temperature.

The change in length is

independent of the change in

temperature.

Change in length is directly

proportional to the change in

temperature.

Small temperature increase

will cause large change in

the length.

C

149 114 K One of the main effects of

heat on liquids is that liquids

expand when heated. Thus,

which part (quantity) of the

liquid is increased when

heating takes place?

Heat capacity of the liquid. Volume of the liquid Mass of the liquid. Density of the liquid. B
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150 114 K With the reference to the

spacing of molecules of

gases and solids, why only

gases can be compressed in

comparison with that of

solids?

Gas molecules have low

energy, while solids have

enough energy.

Gas molecules have a lot of

free spaces, while that of

molecules of solids are

already packed very closely.

Gas molecules are slow to

move than that of the solids.

Gas molecules have strong

force to bond together as

solid molecules are bonded

together.

B

151 114 K Which one of the following

is NOT the effect of heating

on a body?

Change the temperature of a

body

Change the mass of a body Change the state of a body Change the volume of a

body

B

152 114 K Which one of the following

is NOT the effect of

heating?

Contraction Change of state Expansion Temperature rise A

153 114 K Which one of the following

is the effect of heating

substances?

Increase in size Decrease in size Increasing density NO effect at all A

154 114 K Which one of the following

is NOT the effect of

heating?

Changing solid to liquid Boiling Increasing density Increasing volume C

155 114 K Heating a metal does NOT

cause

Change of state Contraction Expansion Increase in temperature B

156 114 K When we apply heat to a

piece of tin having a hole at

the center, what will happen

to the size of the hole?

It increases. It decreases. It remains the same. It is difficult to predict. A
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157 114 K If you heat a copper wire to

a given temperature, it will

expand be heavier be lighter shrink A

158 114 K Which one of the following

is NOT the effect of heat?

Expansion Change of mass Change of state Change of temperature B

159 114 K Which one of the following

is NOT the effect of

heating?

Change of state Expansion Decreasing temperature Raising temperature C

160 114 K Which one of the following

is NOT true about the effect

of heating a body?

Increase in length Increase in volume Change of state Increase in mass D

161 114 K Which one of the following

is NOT the effect of

heating?

Rise in temperature Boiling of water Melting of ice Cooling of water D

162 114 K When we heat a liquid, it will be changed into ice. it will melt. its temperature increases. it shows no change. C

163 114 K When we heat a solid body,

what happens to it?

It expands in volume. Its mass increases. Its density increases. Its temperature remains the

same.

A

164 114 K Which one of the following

phenomena does NOT occur

by heating?

Boiling Condensation Evaporation Melting B
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165 114 K Which one of the following

is NOT usually an effect of

heating a body?

Change of state Contraction Expansion Temperature rise B

166 114 K A solid was heated until it

melts. While melting its

temperature _____.

expands decreases increases stays at the same D

167 114 K Which one of the following

is NOT the effect of

heating?

Change of state Change in mass Change in temperature Change in volume B

168 114 K Which one of the following

quantities does NOT change

when molecules in air are

heated?

Density Mass Speed Kinetic energy B

169 114 K Which one of the followings

CANNOT be an effect of

heating?

Boiling Freezing Expansion Melting B

170 114 K What happens when a ring

made of silver is heated?

Its diameter increases. Its diameter decreases. Its diameter remains

unchanged.

Its area decreases. A

171 114 K Which one of the following

is an effect of heating in

metals?

Decreasing size Decreasing temperature Increasing volume Increasing density C
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172 114 A The metal ball was able to

pass through the metal ring.

But after it is heated it

cannot pass through the ring

as shown in figure 1 and

figure 2, respectively. This is

due to

Contraction of the metal ball Contraction of the metal ring Expansion of the metal ball Expansion of the metal ring C

173 114 A Which one of the states is

arranged from lower degree

of expansion to higher

degree of expansion?

C

174 114 A Why does a blacksmith heat

a knife before he hammers it

to sharpen? Because

the weight of knives is

decreased when heated

the particles which made

knives expand when heated

the density of knives is

increased when heated

the mass of knives is

increased when heated.

B

175 115 K Which one of the following

statements is NOT correct

about evaporation?

The volume of the liquid

increases.

Molecules with more energy

leave its surface.

Its temperature decreases. It occurs at any temperature. A

176 115 K Which one of the following

is true about evaporation or

boiling?

Evaporation occurs at a

specific temperature

Boiling occurs at any

temperature

Evaporation and boiling are

cause and effects

Boiling occurs at specific

temperature

D

177 115 K Which one of the following

statements is true about

evaporation? Evaporation

takes place:

at the surface of a liquid at a fixed temperature in all parts of the liquid above 100 °C A

Figure 1 Figure 2
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178 115 K The change from liquid to

vapor at the surface of lake

or ocean at any temperature

is called _____.

Boiling Evaporation Heating Freezing B

179 115 A The escaping out of

molecules from the surface

of a liquid at any

temperature is called _____.

Boiling Cooling Evaporating Melting C

180 115 A Which of the following

factors affect the rate of

evaporation?

Temperature Surface area of the liquid Volume of the liquid Mass of the liquid B

181 115 A Big bubbles of gas form

inside the liquid as the

molecules breaks away from

each other. This process

occurs at:

Cooling Boiling Melting Evaporating B

182 115 A Which one of the following

indicates the difference

between evaporation and

melting?

C
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183 115 A There are three phenomena

(A, B, and C).

A – drying of wet cloth at 30

°C

B – rising of bubbles of

water at 100 °C

C – drying of a pool at the

open field

Which of the following is

true about A, B or C?

'A' is due to boiling. 'B' is due to evaporation. 'C' is due to boiling and

evaporation.

'B' is due to boiling. D

184 115 A Which figure shows the

process of evaporation?

A

185 115 A Which one is correctly stated

about boiling?

Evaporation and boiling are

the same.

Boiling of water can take

place at any temperature.

Boiling takes place in the

entire body.

Boiling is the mechanism by

which we dry our clothes.

C

186 115 A Among the following

statement, which one is

TRUE about evaporation

and boiling?

Evaporation and boiling are

the same phenomena.

Boiling of water can take

place at any temperature.

Evaporation removes water

molecules of high kinetic

energy.

Boiling is the mechanism by

which we dry our clothes in

the open air.

C

187 115 A There are three (3) change of

state.

  i) Solid → liquid

  ii) Gas (vapor) → liquid

  iii) Liquid → vapor

Which of the following is

TRUE about i, ii, iii?

"i" is due to freezing. "ii" is due to boiling "iii" is due to evaporation. "ii" is due to vaporizing. C
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188 116 K Which one of the following

does NOT increase the rate

of evaporation?

Increase in volume Increase in temperature Increase in surface area Increase in wind speed A

189 116 K Which quantity affects the

rate of evaporation of water

directly?

Mass of the water Surface area of the water Volume of the container Density of the water B

190 116 K Rate of evaporation

increases

as we increase surface area with increase in atmospheric

pressure

as we keep objects in still air as we keep objects in rainy

day

A

191 116 K Which one of the following

has NO effect on

evaporation?

Supplying heat and raising

temperature

Surface area of a liquid Wind Mass of the liquid D

192 116 K Which one is NOT a factor

affecting the rate of

evaporation?

Exposure to heat Mass of liquid Surface area Wind B

193 116 K Which one of the following

is INCORRECT about the

factors affecting the rate of

evaporation?

Source of heat Wind Rainy day Surface area C

194 116 K Rate of evaporation depend

on

Volume of the liquid Surface area of the liquid Mass of the liquid Weight of the liquid B
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195 116 K Which of the following is

NOT a factor that increases

the rate of evaporation?

air temperature surface area volume of the container wind C

196 116 K Which one of the following

helps to dry a wet cloth

faster?

Putting the cloth in a cold air Unfolding and putting in a

windy area

Putting the cloth under shade Putting the cloth in a lower

temperature

B

197 116 K A wide container 'A' and

narrow container 'B' are

filled equal amount of water.

Why the rate of evaporation

is high in container 'A'

relative to container 'B' when

the two containers are

exposed to the sun? Because

the:

depth of water in container

'A' is greater than container

'B'.

density of water in container

'A' is greater than container

'B'.

surface area of container 'A'

is wider than container 'B'.

volume of container 'A' is

greater than container 'B'.

C

198 116 K Which one is a factor that

affects a rate of evaporation?

Density Mass Temperature Volume C

199 116 K Which one of the following

is a factor that increases rate

of evaporation?

Decreasing surface area Decreasing temperature Putting under shadow Providing heat D
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1 117 K Sound can be defined as a

form of energy which arise

the sensation of _____.

hearing tasting seeing touching A

2 117 K Which one of the following

statement is NOT true about

sound?

It is a form of energy. It is generated by vibration

of an object.

Every source of sound is in a

series of vibration

Sound can be transmitted

through vacuum.

D

3 117 K Which one of the following

correctly describes about

sound?

It is a form of energy. It travels through a vacuum. Its speed is greater in gases

than liquids.

It carries matter. A

4 117 K The form of energy

produced by a series of

vibration of an object and

which can give sense to our

ear is _____.

Chemical Heat Light Sound D

5 117 K The energy which raises a

sensation of hearing is

_____.

Heat Light Power Sound D

6 117 K Which one is the form of

energy that can be heard

(detected) by our ears?

Heat Light Sound Temperature C

7 117 K Which one of the following

is true about the sensation of

hearing sound?

All sounds when we hear are

produced by vibrating.

The produced sound does

NOT travel in all directions.

Sound is NOT a form of

energy.

If sound travels in long

distance it gains more

energy.

A

1
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8 118 K Sound is produced by _____

of body.

making high temperature making magnetization making shine making a vibration D

9 118 K Which one of the following

correctly indicates about the

production of sound?

It can be produced without

any material vibration

It can be produced with

material vibration like kirar

It can be produced with

moving long distance

(traveling)

No need of vibration to

produce sound

B

10 119 K Sound can NOT travel in

_____.

Gases Liquids Solids Vacuum D

11 119 K Sound can NOT travel

through a _____.

Gas Liquid Solid Vacuum D

12 119 K Which of the following

medium does NOT transmit

sound?

Air Glass Oil Vacuum D

13 119 K In which material (medium)

sound do NOT travel in it?

Gas Liquid Solid Vacuum D

14 119 K In which one of the

following medium the speed

of sound is fast?

In vacuum In air In a string In water C
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15 119 K Sound propagates in all of

the following EXCEPT

Gas Liquid Solid Vacuum D

16 119 K Sound CANNOT travel

through _____.

Forest Vacuum Water Wood B

17 119 K In which of the following

sound CANNOT travel?

Gas Liquid Solid Vacuum D

18 119 A Suppose the boxes labeled 1-

3 shown below are filled

with air, liquid and solid

respectively and box 4 is

evacuated.

In which of the above four

boxes do you think sound

transmission impossible?

1 2 3 4 D

19 119 A A bell is ringing inside a jar.

A person near the jar is not

hearing the sound. This

might be because

The jar is hard. The bell is electrical. The air outside the jar is not

dense.

The jar has no air inside. D

20 119 A If an alarm clock is placed in

a good vacuum and then

activated, how is the sound

of alarm?

Sound is heard. No sound is heard. Sound is amplified. Sound is absorbed. B

3
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21 120 K Select the CORRECT

comparison about speed of

sound. Speed of sound in;

gases is greater than in solids liquids is greater than in

solids

solids is greater than in gases vacuum is greater than in air C

22 120 K Sound travels the fastest at 0

°C in ______.

Copper Glass Lead Steel D

23 120 K In which of the following

material does sound travel

faster?

Air Oxygen Steel Water C

24 120 K Which of the following is

TRUE about the speed of

sound in air?

It depends on the

temperature.

It is about four times as fast

as the speed of sound in

water.

It is equal to the speed of

sound in vacuum.

It is greater than the speed of

sound in steel.

A

25 120 K At the instant the train

started to move, Martha,

Ahmed and Belay heard its

sound coming through the

water of a lake, through the

straight railway and through

air, respectively. If all the

three people were at the

same distance from the train,

who heard the sound first?

Martha Ahmed Belay All heard the sound at the

same time

B

26 120 K As the temperature of air

increases, how is the speed

of sound in air?

It increases. It decreases. It does not change. It rises and falls. A

4
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27 120 K In which of the following

materials does sound travel

the fastest?

Air Ethanol Steel Water C

28 120 K In which of the following

substances do you think the

speed of sound is greatest?

Copper Oil Oxygen Water A

29 120 K In which media does sound

travel in the fastest speed?

Alcohol Atmosphere Copper wire Sea water C

30 120 K In which of the following

speed of sound is slow?

In air In water In solid In vacuum A

31 120 K In which of the following

materials is the speed of

sound the greatest?

Ethanol Glass Mercury Oxygen B

32 120 K In which of the following

substances is the speed of

sound minimum?

Mica Air Liquid Solid B

33 120 A Which one of the following

is correct about speed of

sound in the three states of

matter?

vsolid < vliguid < vair vliquid < vair < vsolid vsolid < vair < vliquid vair < vliquid < vsolid D
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34 120 A Different media transmit

sound at different speed.

Which one of the following

shows the correct

arrangement of media in

increasing order of their

property to transmit sound?

Gas – liquid – solid Liquid – solid – gas Liquid – gas – solid Solid – gas – liquid A

35 120 A One of the reason why the

speed of sound in solids are

greater than liquids and

gases because the particles in

solids is

closer than the others collide rarely far apart very far apart A

36 120 A Kasa, Abera and Muler are

standing at equal distances

from a sound source. When

the source releases sound the

three people heard the sound

through different media as

shown in the diagram. Then

who will hear the sound

first?

Abera Muler Kasa Kasa and Muler B

37 120 A Which of the following

represents speed of sound in

air, liquid and solid in

increasing order?

vair → vliquid → vsolid vliquid → vsolid → vair vsolid → vair → vliquid vair → vsolid → vliquid A

38 120 A In which medium the speed

of sound is fast?

Air Mercury Steel Water C
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39 121 K Which one of the following

sentences defines the term

echo?

When a travelling sound

meets a big building on the

way, all the sound energy is

absorbed and this is known

as echo.

When sound reflects from a

boundary, this reflection of

sound is called echo.

The sound that is neither

absorbed nor reflected is

called echo.

Echo mostly occurs near soft

surfaces like wool, cloth, etc.

B

40 121 K Echo is _____. Reflected sound from

boundary

Emitted sound from source Propagated sound from

unknown source

Reflected light from

boundary

A

41 121 K Which is TRUE about the

term echo?

The reflection of sound from

hard surface.

The refraction of sound from

hard surface.

The refraction of sound from

soft surface.

The absorption of sound to

the soft surface.

A

42 121 K An echo is produced when

sound waves are _____.

reflected from a surface absorbed by a surface transmitted through a surface bent around the surface A

43 121 K What is echo? Echo is

_____.

the propagation of sound in

a liquid medium

the reflection of sound from

a hard surface

the absorption of sound on

the surface of an obstacle

the source of sound from a

smooth surface

B

44 121 K Echo is _____. The absorption of sound by

soft surfaces.

The production of sound due

to vibration.

The reflection of sound from

hard surfaces.

The transmission of sound

through a medium.

C

45 121 K You hear your own sound,

when shouting at some

distances away from a

mountain. This bouncing off

sound is called _____.

Absorption Distribution Echo Propagation C
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46 121 K Echo is defined as _____. The deflection of sound The diffraction of sound The reflection of sound The refraction of sound C

47 121 K The reflection of sound from

hard surfaces is called

Echo Energy Light Vibration A

48 121 K When the sound comes from

the source and hits the hard

surface, it returns back. This

phenomenon is called

Echo Energy Light Vibration A

49 121 K The echo of sound from a

boundary is the portion of

that sound which is _____.

Absorbed Reflected Transmitted Converted B

50 121 A Which of the following

substances is good reflector

of sound?

Cloth Glass Soft paper Wool B

51 121 A The reason why we hear our

sound colliding with a hard

material is _____.

the reflection of sound from

hard materials

the absorption of sound in

hard materials

the diffraction of sound from

hard materials

the refraction sound from

hard materials

A

8
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52 121 A A boy shouted loud in front

of a cliff and heard the echo

4 seconds later. If the speed

of sound at that temperature

was 342 m/s, how far is the

cliff from the boy?

171 m 342 m 684 m 1368 m C

53 122 K One of the following is good

reflector of sound.

Air Liquids Cloth Mountain D

54 122 K Which one of the following

materials is a good absorber

of sound?

Aluminium Cloth Copper Mirror B

55 122 K Which one of the following

surfaces is a good reflector

of sound energy?

Carpet Rock Cloth Sofa B

56 122 K What material of surface

absorbs sound energy more?

Brick wall Building Wool Mountain C

57 122 K Which substance is an

example of absorber of

sound?

Brick wall Metal Rock Cloth D

9
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58 122 K Which material is preferable

to cover the wall of the hall

to reduce sound reflection?

Clay Fur Glass Iron B

59 122 K Almaz wants to build a

sound barrier wall in her

room to block the noise

coming from the road behind

her home. What type of

material should she use?

Soft materials Solid surfaces materials Hard materials Sound transmitting materials A

60 122 K Which one of the following

is good reflector of sound?

Cloth Cotton Brick wall Wool C

61 122 K Which one of the following

is a good absorber of sound?

Hill Metal Rock Wool D

62 122 K Which one of the following

is a good reflector of sound?

Building Cloth Sponge Wool A

63 122 K Which of the following is

good absorber of sound?

Hill Metals Cloth Wall C

10
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64 122 A To avoid reflection of sound

in a conference hall, by what

material has to the wall

covered?

By chip wood By sheet metal Curtain Marble C

65 123 K Which one is NOT

CORRECT about the

application of echo? Echo is

used to;

measure the depth of the sea measure the surface area

where it reflected

listen for the sounds of heart

beat in a medical field

measure the distance of cliff

from a given source of sound

B

66 123 K Which of the following is

TRUE about application of

detecting echo in medical

field?

Eyes movement Heart beat Legs movement Mouth Movement B

67 123 K Which one of the following

is NOT the application of

echoes?

Calculating distance of

sound reflecting surfaces

Calculating the mass of an

object

Measuring speed of sound Measuring the depth of a sea B

68 123 A Which one of the following

is an application of echoes?

Measuring depth of an ocean Measuring depth of shallow

well

Measuring height of a tree Measuring height of a roof A

69 123 A Which one of the following

application of echo is used to

measure the depth of a

pond?

Absorption of sound Reflection of sound Refraction of sound Vibration of sound B

70 123 A One of the following is

application of echo:

Listening heart beat by

stethoscope

Measuring temperature by

thermometer

Measuring blood pressure Measuring body movement A

11
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71 124 K A boy shouted standing 35

m away from a cliff, and

heard his own sound after

0.2 seconds. What is the

speed of his sound?

70 m/s 175 m/s 350 m/s 700 m/s C

72 124 K What is the speed of sound

at a given temperature if an

echo is heard 5 seconds later

from a tall building which is

900 m away from the

source?

90 m/s 180 m/s 360 m/s 720 m/s C

73 124 K How far away should a cliff

be from a source of sound to

give an echo back to the

source in 4 seconds if the

speed of sound at that

temperature is 332 m/s?

83 m 166 m 664 m 1328 m C

74 124 A An echo of a whistle of a

train reflected from a hill

was heard by the driver after

6 seconds. If the speed of

sound in air at that

temperature is 332 m/s, what

is the distance from the train

to the hill?

166 m 332 m 664 m 996 m D

12
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75 124 A The echo of fog horn from a

ship reflected by an iceberg

was heard 5 seconds after

being sounded. The

temperature was zero degree

Celsius. How far away was

the iceberg?

(Take v = 331 m/s at 0 °C)

827.5 m 850.5 m 1655 m 3310 m A

76 124 A What time is required for

sound to travel 5 km of the

temperature is 10 °C? (Take

v = 337 m/s at 10 °C)

7.4 s 14.8 s 29.7 s 67.4 s B

77 124 A A sound is reflected back

from a nearby hill within 5

seconds. If the speed of

sound is 340 m/s, find the

distance from source of

sound to the hill.

340 m 850 m 1700 m 3400 m B

78 124 A A boy shouts and hears an

echo 2 seconds later from a

hill 340 m away. What is the

speed of sound at the time in

m/s?

170 240 340 680 C
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79 124 A A boy stands between a

building and a mountain. He

hits a base drum. Then he

hears echoes 0.5 s and 0.6 s

later from the building and

the mountain, respectively.

What is the distance between

the building and the

mountain if the speed of

sound in air is 340 m/s?

85 m 102 m 187 m 193 m C

80 124 A A person shouted in front of

a building foot. He heard the

echo 0.6 s later. How far is

he from the building if the

speed of sound at that

temperature is 340 m/s?

102 m 204 m 331 m 340 m A

81 124 A A bullet has fired and its

echo from a cliff is heard 4

seconds later at the point of

firing. What is the distance

between the cliff and the

listener? (Speed of sound at

0 °C is 331 m/s)

331 m 662 m 993 m 1324 m B

82 124 A A sound is heard after 2

seconds from a distance. If

the speed of sound is 380

m/s in the medium what is

the distance between the

source and absorber?

38 m 190 m 380 m 760 m D
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83 124 A Two boys are located in

front of a hill as shown

below. The times taken to

hear the echo of their own

whistles are 0.8 s for the first

boy and 1.2 s for the second

boy. What is the distance

between the two boys if the

speed of sound at that

temperature is 332 m/s?

66.4 m 89.8 m 132.8 m 199.2 m A

84 124 A If the speed of sound in air at

a given temperature is 332

m/s, how long does an echo

of sound will take to be

heard at the source from a

mountain of distance 332 m

away?

1 sec 2 sec 3 sec 4 sec B

85 124 A What is the speed of sound

in air at a given temperature,

if an echo is heard at the

source 4 sec later from a

mountain which is about 664

m away?

331 m/s 331.5 m/s 332 m/s 340 m/s C

86 124 A How far away is a train if

you see the steam from its

nozzle 2 seconds before you

hear its sound? (Take speed

of sound as 331 m/s)

165.5 m 331 m 496.5 m 662 m D

15
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87 124 A An echo heard from a

mountain at a distance of

2600 m after 10 seconds.

What is the speed of sound?

520 m/s 570 m/s 600 m/s 620 m/s A

16
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1 125 K A piece of iron that attracts

substances like iron steel,

nickel at a distance is _____.

Bulb CD Magnet Wire C

2 125 K Magnet is defined as a piece

of ____.

steel that attracts substances

like wood

iron that attracts substances

like iron

iron that attracts substances

like wood

wood that attracts substances

like rubber

B

3 125 K A piece of metal that attracts

substances like iron, steel

and nickel at a distance is

known as?

Charges at rest Magnet Pole Wire B

4 126 K Which of the following

materials is magnetic?

Aluminium Copper Gold Nickel D

5 126 K One of the following is a

magnetic material.

Chalk Duster Gold Nail D

6 126 K Which one of the following

is a magnetic material?

Aluminium Copper Gold Steel D

7 126 K Which group totally contains

magnetic substances?

B

8 126 K Which of the following

material is magnetic

material?

Copper Plastic Steel Rubber C

1
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9 126 A Among the following sets of

materials, which one is a set

of non-magnetic substances?

Rubber, steel, and paper Nickel, copper, and

aluminium

Iron, plastic and glass Copper, aluminium, and

gold

D

10 126 A Suppose a piece of wood,

stone, iron and chalk are

mixed and placed in one

container. If we bring a

magnet near the container,

which material is attracted to

the magnet?

Chalk Iron Stone Wood B

11 127 K Which one of the following

is a property of a magnet?

A freely suspended magnet

points towards geographic

west-east direction.

A magnet can have more

than two poles.

A magnet attracts magnetic

materials.

For a big sized magnet the

polarities can be changed.

C

12 127 K Which one is CORRECT

about the properties of a

magnet?

A magnet has only one pole. A magnet can attract wood. Size of a magnet has an

effect on the number of poles

on a magnet.

A magnet ends always point

in a north-south direction

when it is suspended freely.

D

13 127 K Which one of the following

does NOT indicate the

properties of magnets?

A magnet attracts magnetic

materials.

A freely suspended magnet

always points in North-

South direction.

Magnetic poles always exist

in pairs.

Magnetic poles can be

separated into a north pole

and a south pole.

D

14 127 K Which one of the following

is NOT the property of

magnet?

A magnet has two poles. A magnet attracts rubber

rod.

Poles of a magnet always

exist in pairs.

If a magnet is suspended

freely, it always comes to

rest with its poles pointing in

earth's north-south direction.

B

2
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15 127 K Which of the following

describes the property of a

magnet?

Magnet attracts non-

magnetic materials.

Magnet attracts magnetic

materials.

Similar poles of a magnet

attract each other.

Opposite poles of a magnet

repel each other.

B

16 128 K Which one of the following

is correct about laws of

magnetism?

Like poles attract each other. Unlike poles repel each

other.

Any poles attract other

poles.

Unlike poles attract each

other.

D

17 128 K The law of magnetism states

that _____.

If a magnet is suspended

freely, the two ends align

with the east-west direction.

If a magnet is broken into

two parts, one has only north

pole and the other has south

pole.

Unlike poles attract each

other, and like poles repel

each other.

A magnet attracts every

material.

C

18 128 K Which of the following

statement is correct about the

law of magnetism?

Like poles attract each other. Unlike poles repel each

other.

Unlike poles attract each

other.

Magnet not attract magnet. C

19 128 K According to the law of

magnetism, which one is

correct?

Like poles attract each other. Unlike poles repel each

other.

Like poles repel each other. Unlike poles attract or repel

each other.

C

20 128 K Which of the following

statements is TRUE about

laws of magnetism?

North pole and north pole

attract each other.

South pole and south pole

repel each other.

North pole and south pole

repel each other.

South pole and north pole

repel each other.

B

21 128 A Based on the figure below,

what will happen if a bar

magnet is broken into two

pieces?

The two pieces have only

one pole.

The two pieces have two

poles and repel each other.

The two pieces have two

poles and attract each other.

There is no magnetic effect

between them.

C

3
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22 128 A How can you express the

given diagram according to

magnetism law?

North pole and north pole

attract each other.

South pole and south pole

attract each other.

North pole and south pole

attract each other.

Magnet poles neither attract

nor repel each other

C

23 128 A How can you state the law of

magnetism?

Like poles are attract each

other.

Unlike poles repel each

other.

Unlike poles attract each

other.

Each piece has only one pole

if you cut a magnet into two

pieces.

C

24 129 K When a magnet is suspended

freely in air it always points

to geographic north and

south poles. This is because

of

Attraction between opposite

poles of the magnet and the

earth's magnet

Attraction between opposite

poles of the magnet itself

Repulsion between opposite

poles of the magnet itself

Repulsion between opposite

poles of the earth's magnet

A

25 129 K The reason why the

magnetic north pole of a

compass points towards

earth's geographic north pole

is that it is attracted by ____.

earth's magnetic south pole the south pole of a big bar

magnet inside the earth

the north star earth's gravity A

26 129 K Why a freely suspended

magnet always indicates the

direction of south and north

pole?

Due to the electromagnet

produced in the earth

Because the south pole is at

the geographic south pole.

Because the north pole is at

the geographic north pole.

Suspended magnet

CANNOT show (indicate)

the two poles.

A

4
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27 129 A Two navigators at the central

of a lake lost their way

because their compass was

not working. Their plan is to

move to the south. If they

suspend a bar magnet and if

the north pole of the magnet

indicates opposite to the

direction of the motion,

which way should they go?

Backward Forward To the left To the right B

28 129 A The north pole of a compass

is attracted towards near

earth's geographic north.

This indicates that earth's

_____.

magnetic north is located at

its geographic north

magnetic south is located

near its geographic north

magnetic field is greater at

the north pole than any other

region

magnetic field at the north

pole is always attractive

B

29 130 K If you want to make a

magnet from a nail by

stroking method, what shall

you do?

Heat the nail Hammer the nail Rub the nail with a pole of a

magnet

Put the nail near to a magnet C

30 130 K The process of making a

magnet by stroking methods

is called _____.

Demagnetization Magnetism Magnetization Polarization C

31 130 K Oumer wants to make a

magnet from a nail by

stroking method, then he has

to

Stroke the nail with a pole of

a magnet repeatedly in one

direction

Stroke the nail with the

whole body of the magnet

Stroke the nail with the two

poles at the same time

Stroke the nail with a pole of

a magnet in both directions.

A

32 130 K How can you make a magnet

from a nail using stroking

method?

By bringing the magnet near

the nail

By rubbing the nail with

magnet in same direction

By putting the nail near the

magnet

Magnet CANNOT be

produced by stroking

method.

B

5
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33 130 A How is the stroking method

implemented in making a

magnet from a nail?

By scratching to and fro on

the nail

Inserting part of a nail inside

a coil

Scratching in one direction

by a magnet

Putting the nail and a magnet

side by side

C

34 130 A Magnetizing a nail by

stroking help us

make a temporary magnet make a permanent magnet increase the strength of a

magnet

make an electromagnet A

35 131 K The nature of the image

formed by convex lens when

an object is placed at the

center of curvature of the

lens is ______.

Real and magnified image

beyond the center of

curvature of the other side

Real and the same sized

image at the center of

curvature of the other side

Virtual and magnified image

in front of the lens

Virtual and diminished

image in front of the lens

B

36 131 K Which one of the following

is NOT the property of

magnetic lines of force?

They are closer near the

poles.

They are oriented from north

to south poles outside a

magnet.

They have starting and

terminating points outside a

magnet.

They never cross each other. C

37 131 K Which statement describes

the magnetic lines of force?

Magnetic lines of force cross

each other.

Magnetic lines of force start

from south pole outside the

magnet.

Magnetic lines of force never

cross each other.

Magnetic lines of force are

weak near the magnetic pole.

C

38 131 K Which one of the following

diagrams of magnetic lines

of force is INCORRECT?

C

39 131 K Identify the correct

properties of magnet and

magnetic lines of force from

the given alternatives.

A magnet has only one pole. Magnetic lines of force never

cross each other.

Like poles attract each other. A magnet repels pieces of

iron and steel.

B

6
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40 132 K For the magnetic field lines

shown in the figure below,

what are the polarities of 'A'

and 'B' respectively?

N, N N, S S, N S, S C

41 132 K Magnetic lines of force

around a bar magnet _____.

never cross each other always follow straight line sparse at the poles of a

magnet

are more crowded at the

middle of a magnet

A

42 132 K Which one of the following

magnetic lines of force is

drawn correctly in the figure

below?

B

43 132 A In which of the following is

the magnetic lines of force

correctly mapped?

B

44 132 A Which diagram correctly

indicates magnetic lines of

force?

I II III IV B

45 132 A Which of the following

diagram correctly indicates

the position of the compass

needle placed around a bar

magnet?

D

7
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46 132 A Which of the following

diagram shows the correct

path of magnetic lines of

forces between two bar

magnets?

B

47 133 K Which one of the following

is NOT use of magnet?

Constructing a compass Lifting up magnetic

materials

Lifting water from water

well

Separating magnetic

substances in a mixture

C

48 133 K Which one of the following

is NOT the use of magnet?

It helps us to indicate the

direction.

It helps us to ride a bicycle. It is used in constructing

electrical bell.

It is used for lifting up iron

or steel to higher place.

B

49 133 K Which one of the following

is NOT the use of magnet?

To indicate direction Used to separate magnetic

substance

Used in construction of

electric bell

Used to see objects at far

distance

D

50 133 K Which of the following is

NOT the use of magnet?

Lifting up iron to higher

places

Indicating directions at

different places.

Constructing generators Charging different objects D

51 133 K One of the following is

NOT uses of magnet?

To indicate direction in

compass

To separate magnetic

materials from non-magnetic

materials

In construction of electric

bell

To separate negatively

charged objects from

positively charged objects

D

52 133 A In which of the following

products of technology a

magnet is utilized?

In battery In bulb In fuse In motor D

8
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53 134 K A branch of electricity that

studies about charges at rest

is called _____.

Current electricity Electromagnetism Electronics Electrostatics D

54 134 K Electrostatics deals with Charges at rest Cars at rest Masses at rest Fluids at rest A

55 134 K When electrons are at rest

the type of electricity is

called _____.

electromagnet electro motion electrode electrostatics D

56 134 K The branch of electricity that

studies electric charges at

rest is called

Electric current Electromagnet Electroscope Electrostatics D

57 135 K Consider two pith balls,

when these pith balls were

brought nearby each other,

they neither attracted nor

repelled each other. Why did

it happen?

Both pith balls carry same

electric charge.

Both pith balls carry

different electric charge.

Both pith balls are not

charged.

It is difficult to determine. C

58 135 K Which row in the table

shows two charges on the

particles that make an atom?

C

59 136 K Which one of the following

statements is CORRECT

when two bodies are charged

by rubbing each other?

One of them is electrically

neutral.

The magnitudes of the

charges carried by the two

bodies are equal and

positive.

The signs of the charges

carried by the two bodies are

opposite.

The signs of the charges

carried by the two bodies are

the same.

C

9
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60 136 K When we comb our hair

with plastic comb, electrons

transfers from one to

another. This phenomenon is

called charging by _____?

conduction convection rubbing sharing C

61 136 K The process of charging a

body by touching it with a

charged body is termed as

charging by _____.

convection induction sharing rubbing C

62 136 K The process of charging a

body by touching it with

charged body is called

Conduction Discharge Induction Reduction A

63 136 A As shown in the figure

below, the pith balls are

attracted with each other.

Which of the following

could NOT be the possible

reason for this to happen?

Ball 1 is charged by rubbed

rod and ball 2 is by glass

rod.

The pith balls are charged

oppositely.

Both balls are charged with

similar charges.

Ball 1 is charged positively

and ball 2 is charged

negatively.

C

64 137 K When you comb your hair

electrons move from your

hair to the comb as a result

your hair is negatively

charged and the comb

possess positive charge

your hair is positively

charged and the comb is

negatively charged

both your hair and the comb

have negative charge

both your hair and the comb

have positive charge

B

65 137 K What are the two types of

charges?

Neutron and proton Positive and negative Atom and neutron Electron and atom B

66 137 K One of the following is

Negatively charged particle.

Proton Neutron Nucleus Electron D

10
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67 137 K Which one of the following

is TRUE about the two

types of electric charges?

Both negative and positive

charges are carried by the

same particles.

Negative charge is carried by

both protons and electrons.

Negative charge is carried by

protons.

Positive charge is carried by

protons.

D

68 138 K According to the laws of

electrostatics, which one of

the following is TRUE?

Positively charged bodies

REPEL negatively charged

bodies

Positively charged bodies

ATTRACT positively

charged bodies

Negatively charged bodies

REPEL negatively charged

bodies

Negatively charged bodies

REPEL positively charged

bodies

C

69 138 K "Like charges repel each

other and unlike charges

attract each other." This

statement is the law of

Charging Electroscope Electrostatics Magnetism C

70 138 K Which diagram shows the

forces between two electric

charges correctly?

D

71 138 K Like charges repel and

unlike charges attract each

other. This is law of

Electricity Electromagnetism Electrostatics Electric energy C

72 138 A Two charged balls

suspended freely as shown

on the diagram below. The

letters indicated in balls are

signs of charges. What is the

correct position of the balls?

D

11
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73 139 K What is the use of an

electroscope?

To indicate amount of

charge in coulombs

To indicate whether an

object is insulator or

conductor

To indicate whether an

object is magnetic or not

To indicate the amount of

current passing through a

wire

B

74 139 K A device used to find the

type of charges is

Ammeter Electroscope Thermometer Voltmeter B

75 139 K A device that is used to

detect the sign of charges on

a body is

Ammeter Electroscope Periscope Voltmeter B

76 139 K A device that used to study

the properties of charges is

Electroscope Microscope Stethoscope Telescope A

77 139 A When a rod of unknown

charge is brought near the

metal cap of a negatively

charged electroscope, the

leaves are collapsed as

shown in the figure. Why

this happened? Because

_____.

the rod is charged negatively the rod is charged positively the rod is neutral the electrons from the cap

are moving to the leaves.

B

78 140 K The following are uses of

electroscope EXCEPT one.

Which one is it?

To test whether the body is

charged or not

To test whether a body is

insulator or conductor

To identify the type of a

metal

To detect the sign of a

charge on a body

C

12
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79 140 K Which one of the following

does NOT describe the use

of electroscope?

Detecting whether a body is

charged or not

Detecting the sign of charges

on a charged body

Identify a material as a

conductor or an insulator

Identify a material as

magnetic or non-magnetic

D

80 140 K Which one of the statements

is TRUE about an

electroscope?

It is used to identify whether

a body charged or not

It makes electrons flow from

negative to positive terminal.

It is used to see electrons

with eyes.

It is an unit of electric

potential difference

A

81 141 K What is the part of

electroscope marked by letter

"Q" in the figure below?

Gold leaf Insulator Metal cap Metal rod B

82 141 A If you bring an unknown

charged glass rod near to a

negatively charged

electroscope, the gold leaves

of the electroscope diverge.

Because the charge on the

rod is

Negative Positive Neutral Unknown A

13
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83 141 A Which one of the following

order shows the correct

names of parts of an

electroscope indicated by

numbers in the figure

below?

1-plastic, 2-glass, 3-metal 1-metal plate, 2-metal foil,

3-glass cover

1-nail, 2-metal plate, 3-metal

foil

1-glass, 2-metal rod, 3-wood

cover

B

84 142 K An electric current is a flow of charges per unit

time

voltage times resistance of a

conductor

a flow of mass per unit time density times resistance of a

wire

A

85 142 K The amount of flow of

electric charge in a unit

second is _____.

Current Resistance Time Voltage A

86 142 K How much charge flows

through a conductor if a

current of 0.5 A flows for 3

minutes?

1.5 coulomb 6 coulomb 90 coulomb 360 coulomb C

87 142 K If a current I  carries a charge

Q  in time t  then which

relation is correct?

Q = I / t I = Qt Q = It t = I/Q C

88 142 A How long does it take for a 5

A current to carry a charge

of 200 C?

0.025 s 40 s 500 s 1000 s B

14
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89 143 K Which one of the following

is the source of electric

potential difference?

Ammeter Generator Motor Voltmeter B

90 143 K Which one of the following

is a source of voltage?

Battery Bulb Resistor Wire A

91 143 K Which one of the following

represents a list of sources of

potential difference?

Dry cell, bulb, wire Battery, resistor, bulb Dry cell, generator, car

battery

Dry cell, bulb, resistor C

92 143 K One of the following is

NOT a source of potential

difference.

Battery Book Electric cell Generator B

93 143 A The potential difference

between the terminals of a

dry cell is 1.5 V. How can

we get 12 V voltage using

several cells? By connecting

_____.

4 cells in series 8 cells in parallel 8 cells in series 4 cells in parallel C

94 144 K Which one of the following

is correct about secondary

cells? Secondary cells are:

Cells which can't be used

again and again

Cells which can be

recharged

Cells which CANNOT be

recharged

Also known as dry cells B

95 144 K Which one of the following

is an example of primary

cells?

Car battery Dry cell Phone cell Laptop battery B

96 144 K Which statement is

WRONG about primary and

secondary cells?

Both have negative and

positive terminals.

All are rechargeable. Both produce direct current. Secondary cells can be used

again and again but primary

cells cannot.

B

15
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97 145 K Which one of the following

elements of electric circuit is

used to control a circuit open

or not?

Switch Bulb Ammeter Voltmeter A

98 145 K What is an electric circuit? A closed path through which

electric current flows.

An open path through which

electric current flows.

A closed path through which

air flows.

A closed path through which

water flows.

A

99 146 K Which one of the following

is NOT an element of a

simple electric circuit?

Bulb Connecting wire Rubber rod Switch C

100 146 K Which element is used to

connect the components of

an electric circuit?

Ammeter Bulb Voltmeter Wire D

101 146 K Which one of the following

is NOT an element of a

simple electric circuit?

Conducting wire Compass Switch Bulb B

102 146 A On the circuit diagram

shown which device is

connected wrongly?

The bulb The ammeter The voltmeter The joined wires C

103 147 K Which one of the following

groups of electric circuit

elements represents resistor,

battery, switch and bulb,

respectively?

A B C D D

16
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104 147 K Which one of the rows in the

table below indicates the

CORRECT symbols of the

corresponding circuit

elements?

B

105 147 K Which symbol DOES NOT

correspond to the correct

element of electric circuit?

A

106 147 A Three bulbs are wired in

parallel in the following

figure. Which of the

following represents the

circuit diagram?

C

107 147 A Which one of the following

is the electrical symbol of

battery?

C

17
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108 147 A Which row in the table is the

correct symbol for the item

named?

D

109 147 A Which of the following

symbols represent correctly

the corresponding circuit

element?

A

110 148 A What is the difference

between conventional and

electron current?

The direction of

conventional current is from

+ to −, but the direction of

electron current is from − to

+.

The direction of

conventional current is from

− to + but that of electron

current is from + to −.

Conventional current is due

to flow of electrons and that

of electron current is due to

flow of any charges.

Conventional current is due

to flow of negative charge

and that of electron current

is due to flow of electrons.

A

111 148 A What is the difference

between the conventional

current and electron current?

Electron current is the flow

of positive charges to

negative charges in the

conductor.

Electron current is the flow

of negative charge from

negative to positive

terminals in the conductor.

Conventional current is the

flow of electrons to protons

in the conductor.

Conventional current is the

flow of negative charges to

positive charges in the

conductor.

B

112 148 A Conventional current is

NOT the actual flow of

electric current (charges).

Why?

Because only protons move. Because only electrons

move.

Because protons carry

negative charges.

Because protons and

electrons attract each other.

B

18
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113 149 K Which one of the following

substances allows current to

pass through it?

Wall Nail Rubber rod Dry wood B

114 149 K Conductors are materials

that _____.

can attract a piece of iron can pass electric current

through them

can't attract a piece of iron can't pass electric current

through them

B

115 149 K Materials that allow an

electric current to flow

through them are known as

_____?

Insulators Conductors Transparent Translucent B

116 149 A Connecting the gap between

A and B by object C, we

CANNOT test whether

_____.

the bulb works or not object c is a conductor or an

insulator

the cell is functioning or not the cell has a potential

difference of 1.5 V

D

117 149 A Which of the following

materials is a set of

conductors?

Wood, wool, copper Glass, lead, water Copper, silver, aluminium Silver, glass, copper C

118 149 A Why the electrons in a

conductor are free to move?

Because they are

very close to the nucleus in the nucleus far from the nucleus powerful to move C

119 150 K Which one of the following

materials should be placed

(put) on the gap between A

and B shown in the figure

below, so that the bulb will

give light?

Copper Glass Rubber Wood (dry) A

120 150 K One of the following

substances is a conductor.

Blade Duster Glass Rubber A
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121 150 K Which one is a good

conductor of electricity?

Copper Plastic Rubber rod Wood A

122 150 K Which one of the rows in the

table below indicates lists of

conductors and insulators?

A

123 150 A In the diagram below, two

students used identical non-

defected bulbs, dry cells and

switches for their circuit. But

one of the students used a

copper wire (C1) and the

other used rubber rod (C2)

for connecting the

component of the circuit.

When the circuits closed,

what will happen? Why?

The bulb in C1 glows

because the current can flow

through the copper wire.

The bulb in C1 doesn't glow

because the current can't

flow through the copper

wire.

The bulb in C2 glows

because the current can flow

through a rubbed rod.

The bulb in C2 glows

because a rubber rod is an

electric conductor.

A

124 150 A Which of the following sets

of material are conductors?

B

125 150 A Which row in the table

shows an electrical

conductors and insulators?

C
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